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1. Introduction
The last century in physics was dominated by the theory of relativity and quantum
theory, which have revolutionized our thinking. At the dawn of the new millennium the
interest of many physicists has shifted towards living matter and a century of biology is
approaching. Scientists from different disciplines are working together to discover new
exciting phenomena. As Richard Feynman once mentioned, nature is not interested in
our separations (into physics, biology or chemistry) and many interesting phenomena
bridge the gaps between these fields1. To gain a deeper understanding of living mat-
ter we need to observe life on its different length scales from single molecules to whole
organisms. A central role in the observation of biological processes is taken by fluo-
rescent proteins (FPs) that have become an inherent part in life sciences research over
the last two decades. The first FP was discovered accidentally in the 1960s by Osamu
Shimomura when trying to purify aequorin from the jelly fish Aequorea victoria2. Be-
cause the protein solution looked slightly greenish in the sunlight and exhibited very
bright green fluorescence under UV illumination, Shimomura named the new protein
green fluorescent protein (GFP). After its discovery it took thirty more years for the
next step to follow. In 1992 Doug Prasher cloned the gene for GFP and published the
amino acid sequence3. Prasher passed on the GFP gene to Martin Chalfie who had the
idea to use GFP as a genetically encoded highlighter. Chalfie’s group was the first to
show expression of GFP in prokaryotes (Escherichia coli) and eukaryotes (touch neu-
rons of C. elegans)4 thereby establishing that this protein with its unique properties
could be used as a fluorescent marker in-vivo. At the same time, Roger Tsien started
to study and biochemically engineer the protein. He revealed the autocatalytic chro-
mophore formation and by 1994, his group had produced a blue variant of GFP5. This
was the beginning of the development of a vast array of fluorescent proteins that span
the visible spectrum from blue to deep red. For their achievements, the Nobel Prize
in chemistry was awarded to Shimomura, Chalfie and Tsien in 2008. Their discoveries
stimulated the field and shortly thereafter fluorescent proteins were discovered in an-
thozoa animals6, 7, 8. During the last 20 years, FPs have become popular tools in life
science research due to the fact that, after introducing the artificial FP gene into the
cell, the encoded polypeptide chain is synthesized by the cell machinery itself and the
fluorescent chromophore is produced without need of cofactors or substrates. By adding
a short targeting peptide sequence, a fusion protein or a tissue-specific promoter to the
FP sequence, cellular structures or particular tissues can be selectively labeled and pro-
tein localization, movement and interactions can be studied in living cells. Furthermore,
FPs have applications as engineered biosensors for the measurement of ion concentration
and pH in living cells9. Most exciting for physicists, the discovery of photoswitchable
FPs has led to the development of novel high resolution microscopy techniques10. For
1
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the use of photoswitchable FPs in such advanced applications and the development of
new FPs with improved properties, a deep understanding of the photophysics and the
structure dynamics relationship in FPs is required.
2
2. Fluorescent Proteins
2.1. Structure and Chromophore Formation
All fluorescent proteins (FPs) share a characteristic barrel-like structure (Fig.2.1a) which
is roughly 40 A˚ long and 30 A˚ wide and consists of 220–240 amino acids that fold into
β-sheets. For most FPs, especially from anthozoa, four of those barrels are arranged in
a tetrameric quaternary structure. A central helix runs along the axis of the barrel and
stabilizes the chromophore that is formed autocatalytically inside the barrel from three
amino acids without additional cofactors (Fig.2.1b). The chromophores found in all nat-
Figure 2.1. Structure of fluorescent proteins. (a) All FPs share a barrel-like struc-
ture. (b) The light-emitting chromophore (red) is protected by a barrel formed from
β-sheets. (c) Chromophore structure of psRFP. The chromophore extends from the
p-hydroxybenzyl ring of the tyrosine to the imidazolinone ring. In orange and red flu-
orescent proteins(DsRed or eqFP611) the single bond between the amide nitrogen
and Cα of the first of the three chromophore-forming amino acids is oxidized to an
acylimine group in the same plane as the p-HBI chromophore.
ural FPs consist of three amino acids X-Tyr-Gly, where the first amino acid, X, can be
arbitrary, but the other two are strictly conserved. The chromophore of the green flu-
orescent protein, 4-(p-hydroxybenzylidene)-5-imidazolinone (p-HBI), is generated with
characteristic time scales ranging from minutes to hours. Starting with a peptide cycliza-
tion initiated by nucleophilic attack of the Gly67 amide nitrogen on the carbonyl carbon
of Ser65 to create a five-membered imidazolinone ring, followed by oxidation-dehydration
steps to form the conjugated pi-electron system that extends from the p-hydroxybenzyl
ring of the tyrosine to the imidazolinone ring (Fig.2.1c)11. The cyclization reaction
is promoted by the electrostatic catalyst Arg96, and subsequent removal of the Tyr66
α-proton is likely facilitated by the acid-base catalyst Glu22212, 13. The two rings of
3
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the chromophore are stabilized in a coplanar conformation by the protein environment,
which is essential for a high fluorescence quantum yield14. However, missing interac-
tions of the chromophore with the surrounding protein matrix in solution lead to fast
radiationless decay by internal conversion15. The absorption spectrum of GFP displays
two distinct bands at 395 (A band) and 475 nm (B band), which are associated with
the neutral phenol and anionic phenolate of the chromophore, respectively. Most FPs
exhibit a protonated (neutral) and a deprotonated (anionic) form of the tyrosine moiety
in different ratios over the whole pH range. In general, the excitation of the anionic
form leads to bright fluorescence emission and the excitation of the neutral form induces
only weak, blue-shifted fluorescence or no emission at all. An exception are FPs that
show excited state proton transfer (ESPT)16, 17, 18, 19, 20. In this case, the excitation of
the neutral form results in an acidification of the phenol, the phenolic proton is released
and emission from the anionic chromophore can be observed.21.
2.2. Red Fluorescent Proteins
An extension of the conjugated pi-electron system of the p-HBI chromophore in green
fluorescent proteins leads to red emission. Currently known red fluorescent proteins
(RFPs) share two types of chromophores, the DsRed-like chromophore22 or the Kaede
/EosFP-like chromophore23. The orange/red emission in DsRed or eqFP611 arises from
an acylimine extension of the two-ring pi-system of the GFP-like chromophore. It was
generally believed that the green emitting GFP-like chromophore is an on-pathway in-
termediate during formation of the red emitting chromophore. But a recent publication
proposed a branched pathway model with the green and the red chromophore as two
different end products24. Cyclization of the protein backbone is followed by an initial
oxi-
dation step to form an intermediate mixture of a cyclic imine and a hydroxylated cyclic
imine. Dehydration of the hydroxylated form yields the neutral GFP chromophore. But,
depending on the oxygen concentration, instead of dehydration an oxidation step can
occur that generates an acylimine bond between the chromophore and the preceding
polypeptide residue which extends the pi-electron system. At that stage, the conjugated
system does not yet include the tyrosine because the bond between the imidazolinone
and the phenol remains unoxidized, therefore, the conjugated species produces blue flu-
orescence. This blue emitting intermediate serves as a template for the red emitting
chromophore. After hydroxylation, the chromophore looses its blue fluorescence and
serves as a substrate for dehydration to the neutral red chromophore that will form an
equilibrium with the anionic chromophore according to the pH value. A similar model
for chromophore formation in red emitting proteins was suggested based on structural
analyses25, 26. The key feature here is that the formation of the N-acylimine C=N bond
precedes the oxidation of the Cα-Cβ bond in the Tyr64 side chain. The discovery of red
fluorescent proteins (RFPs) provided researchers with advantageous fluorescent mark-
ers for deep-tissue imaging and permits the observation of biological processes inside
living tissues and cells. Beneficial are the reduced cellular autofluorescence background
4
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in the red spectral region as well as the reduced scattering at longer wavelength which
increases the light penetration in the sample and of course the less cytotoxic, longer-
wavelength excitation light27, 28, 29. Besides, red FPs are excellent fluorescent resonance
energy transfer (FRET) partners for bright green and yellow emitting FPs30, 31, 32 and
perfectly suited for colocalization experiments33, 34.
2.3. Photoactivatible Fluorescent Proteins (PAFPs)
Photoactivatable FPs are a new class of fluorescent proteins. A change of their emis-
sion properties in response to irradiation in a specific wavelength range renders them
interesting for many applications. Protein tracking in living cells35, data storage36 and
superresolution microscopy37, 38, 39 are only a few examples. Photoactivatable FPs can
be divided into photoconvertible FPs and photoswitchable FPs. Photoconvertible FPs
are irreversibly converted from one state to another, whereas photoswitchable FPs can
be switched between two different states for many times.
2.3.1. Photoconvertible Fluorescent Proteins
Under light of a specific wavelength, one sort of photoconvertible FPs show an increase
of fluorescence emission which results from the irreversible photoconversion of the neu-
tral chromophore to the anionic chromophore that exhibits bright fluorescence. The
photoconversion mechanism of these PAFPs consists of a decarboxylation of the Glu215
residue, resulting in reorganization of the hydrogen bond network inside the protein,
followed by chromophore deprotonation. This mechanism is supported by the crystal
structure of PA-GFP40, the first photoconvertibel FP. Apart from PA-GFP41, PS-CFP42
and PAmRFP143 belong to this FP subclass. PA-GFP was created from Aequorea GFP
by introducing the substitution of Thr203 to histidine, which leads to the production
of mostly neutral chromophores. With almost no chromophores in the anionic state, no
fluorescence upon 480-nm excitation was observed. Intense illumination around 400 nm
leads to a decarboxylation of Glu222, which results in the reorganization of the hydro-
gen bond network and chromophore deprotonation, accompanied by an up to 100-fold
increase in green fluorescence. Another photoconvertibel FP with the same underlying
mechanism is PS-CFP42. In contrast to PA-GFP, PS-CFP shows a significant level of
cyan fluorescence (λem ˜470 nm) in the non-activated state. Intense irradiation with
light around 400 nm switches the emission from predominantly cyan to green
(λem ˜510 nm). Photoconversion with violet light has also been observed for PAmRFP1
which has initially a weak cyan fluorescence, but during irreversible photoactivation at
380 nm, red fluorescence with an emission maximum at 605 nm increases. A second red
emitting photoactivatable FP is PA-mCherry that can also be photoconverted from a
non-fluorescent to a stable red fluorescent state with 400-nm irradiation and features a
contrast ratio up to 3000–5000 fold44. However, the mechanism that leads to the fluores-
cence enhancement is different from the previous ones. A Kolbe-type radical mechanism
was proposed for the phototransformation. The light activation induces the photochem-
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ical decarboxylation of the Glu215 residue which leads to the chemical oxidation, with
a double bond formation between the p-hydroxybenzyl ring of the tyrosine to the im-
idazolinone ring. The resulting extended pi-electron system forms the red fluorescent
chromophore45.
Characteristic for the photoconvertible FPs EosFP46, mcavRFP47, Kaede48, Dendra249,
rfloRFP47 and KikGR50 is the change in emission from green to red in response to violet
light. Initially, proteins of this group mature to a green-emitting state with a GFP-like
chromophore. However, UV-violet light at approximately 350–450 nm efficiently con-
verts them into red fluorescent proteins. The structural basis for the photoconversion
is a light-induced cleavage of the His62-Nα-Cα bond. The thereby extended conju-
gated pi-electron system, which includes the imidazole ring of histidine or at least the
newly formed conjugated double bond, causes an redshift in emission51, 52. Details of
the photoconversion process are discussed for EosFP.
EosFP
EosFP was cloned from the coral Lobophyllia hemprichii and is named after the Greek
goddess of the dawn. This FP emits strong green fluorescence (Fig.2.2a) that changes to
red emission (Fig.2.2b) under ˜400 nm illumination
46. The green chromophore consists
Figure 2.2. (a) Emission (green), excitation (green, dashed) and absorption spectra
(black) of the green form of EosFP. The green EosFP chromophore can be photo-
converted to a red emitting chromophore with intense violet/blue illumination. (b)
Emission (red), excitation (red, dashed) and absorption spectra (black) of the red
form of EosFP.
of a 4-(p-hydroxybenzylidene)-5-imidazolinone moiety, formed from the tripeptide His-
Tyr-Gly. Structural studies have revealed that the formation of the red, elongated
chromophore pi-conjugation is accompanied by the irreversible cleavage of the peptide
backbone in a β-elimination reaction (Fig. 2.3)51. The backbone between the Nα and the
Cα of His62 breaks and the His62 imidazole ring joins the delocalized pi-electron system
via an all-trans-alkenylene structure. Further details of the photoconversion have been
described in two publications51, 53. EosFP forms a tetramer that can be separated into
two dimeric subunits, by introducing the mutation Thr158Val which breaks up the AC
6
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Figure 2.3. Reaction mechanism suggested for the chromophore extension and
backbone cleavage. Details are discussed in the text. Scheme from Nienhaus et al.51.
interface. The resulting dimer was named d2EosFP and can be further split into the
monomeric variant mEosFP with the additional Val123Thr mutation54. The potential
of EosFP as a valuable tool for protein tracking and regional optical marking of protein
subpopulations has been demonstrated in living cells and tissue54. Due to its outstanding
properties EosFP has also become one of the most used fluorescent proteins in the new
and fast developing field of high resolution microscopy55, 37, 56. An improved variant of
mEosFP for high resolution microscopy has recently been reported57.
mcavRFP
The fluorescent protein mcavRFP was found in the ectodermal tissue of the coral Mon-
tastrea cavernosa58. The protein, like EosFP, changes its emission from green to red
upon irradiation with light of wavelengths around 400 nm. Although the conversion
mechanism for mcavRFP is not known in detail, a similar or even identical mechanism
as found in EosFP can be assumed. Interestingly, mcavRFP is found as a natural pro-
tein dimer, whereas most of the anthozoa FPs exhibit a tetrameric structure. This fact
facilitates the generation of a monomeric mcavRFP protein.
2.3.2. Photoswitchable Fluorescent Proteins
Photoswitchable FPs can be reversibly switched between a non-fluorescent (dark) and a
fluorescent (bright) state, controlled by external irradiation. In contrast to photoconvert-
ible and photoactivatable FPs that are limited to a single irreversible photoconversion
or activation, photoswitchable FPs are capable of many on-off switching cycles. FPs ex-
hibiting this peculiar feature are found in the green spectral region (Dronpa59, Padron60)
as well as in the red spectral range (KFP61 and its advanced variant KFP162, rsCherry63
and rsCherryRev63). They can be further subdivided into photoswitchable FPs with
7
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Figure 2.4. (a) Excitation (dark green) and emission (light green) spectra of the
green form of mcavRFP. (b) Excitation (dark red) and emission (light red) spectra of
the red form of mcavRFP obtained after illumination of the green form with 405 nm
light.
positive or negative switching mode. FPs that are switched to their fluorescent state
with the same wavelength that excites the fluorescence are called positive switchers and
FPs that are switched to the non-fluorescent state with the excitation light are termed
negative switchers63. The positive switching mode is in general preferable over the neg-
ative switching mode for super-resolution applications, because the fluorescence signal
can be read without the undesired off-switching side effect, which results in higher local-
ization accuracy. The mechanism for reversible photoswitching is based on light driven
isomerization between a planar cis chromophore and a non-planar trans conformation,
often accompanied by a change in chromophore protonation64, 65. The chromophore in
bright fluorescent FPs generally adopts a planar cis conformation whereas the non or
weakly fluorescent trans chromophore commonly found in chromoproteins offers non-
radiative de-excitation pathways due to enhanced chromophore flexibility. There is only
one exception, the highly fluorescent planar trans chromophore in the red FP eqFP61166.
The photoisomerization can efficiently be driven by light, so that FP fluorescence can
be arbitrarily switched on or off by external irradiation. When the FP is switched to
the non-equilibrium state and afterwards left in the dark, the chromophore thermally
relaxes back to the equilibrium state.
psRFP
The red fluorescent FP asRFP was cloned from Anemonia sulcata var. rufescens and
showed weak photoswitching characteristics under blue illumination (˜450 nm). Anal-
ysis of the amino acid sequences of asRFP revealed a sequence identity of ˜90 % with
asFP59561, the first photoswitchable FP. The structure of asRFP shows the tetrameric
quaternary arrangement typical of anthozoa FPs. The four monomers are arranged as
dimers of dimers with identical monomeric subunits (Fig. 2.5). By following a similar
route as in asFP595, the interesting photoswitching properties of asRFP could be fur-
ther improved. Ser143 was replaced by a glycine during site-directed mutagenesis and
8
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Figure 2.5. The monomeric subunits of psRFP are arranged in a tetrameric quater-
nary structure, consisting of dimers of dimers.
the resulting protein was named psRFP. In this new variant, already weak illumination
with light around 450 nm leads to a considerable loss in fluorescence, which recovers
after a short time without illumination. The x-ray structure of psRFP is almost iden-
tical to the structure of KFP162, an improved version of asFP595. The chromophore in
both proteins is derived from the tripeptide Met-Tyr-Gly and an acylimine extension
to the well known GFP chromophore shifts the emission into the red spectral region to
around 600 nm. The backbone between Cys62 and the chromophore is cleaved during
the autocatalytical formation which gives the chromophore more conformational free-
dom. Interestingly, in the fluorescent ground state, the structure of psRFP exhibits
mainly a planar cis chromophore, in contrast to the structurally similar KFP1, which
is found to be predominantly in the non-fluorescent trans state. After 450-nm irradi-
ation, an increased population of the trans chromophore and a concomitant decrease
of fluorescence was observed. The direct chromophore environment critically influences
the chromophore properties. The carbonyl oxygen of the imidazolinone ring hydrogen-
bonds with the side chain of Arg92 (Fig. 2.6). The amino acids Glu214, His197 and
Glu195 form a hydrogen bond network beneath the chromophore. Lys67 can form salt
bridges with Glu145 and Glu195. The trans conformation of the chromophore is sta-
bilized by hydrogen bonds from the tyrosine oxygen atom to the Ser158 oxygen and a
water molecule that forms a hydrogen bond to Glu145. Ser158, Glu195 and Glu214 were
found in two different conformations depending on the chromophore conformation.
IrisFP
Further improvements of EosFP yielded IrisFP, the first FP that combines irreversible
green-to-red photoconversion with reversible photoswitching between a fluorescent and
9
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Figure 2.6. The cis (red) and the trans (gray) chromophore of psRFP together with
important amino acids in the direct chromophore environment are displayed. Color
coding for surrounding residues: black = carbon; red = oxygen; blue = nitrogen.
Water molecules are represented by red spheres, hydrogen bonds by dashed lines.
a non-fluorescent state67. The green-to-red conversion that changes the emission from
˜516 nm to ˜580 nm, is achieved by intense 405-nm illumination. The same struc-
tural modification that was earlier identified in EosFP also leads to an extension of the
emitting pi-electron system in IrisFP, which results in a shift of the emission to longer
wavelengths. This is not surprising because IrisFP, named after the Greek goddess Iris
that personifies the rainbow, was derived from EosFP. More interesting is the fact that,
in addition to photoconversion, IrisFP exhibits a reversible on-off switching mode based
on cis-trans isomerization, in both its green and red forms. IrisFP was generated by
replacing Phe173 with a serine in EosFP. The smaller sidechain of serine provides open
space that allows cis-trans isomerization and leads to reversible photoswitching. IrisFP
displays a negative switching mode, the same wavelength that excites the fluorescence
switches the protein to a dark state. Excitation with 473 nm/561 nm excites the emis-
sion at 516 nm/580 nm and induces a transition to the non-fluorescent trans state at
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the same time. Illumination with weak 405-nm light, on the other hand, turns the green
emission (Emission peak at λem = 516 nm) back on by switching the chromophore from
the trans to the fluorescent cis state. The same effect can be observed under 473-nm
illumination for the red chromophore. IrisFP is an interesting marker for live cell exper-
iments due to its remarkable properties. However, its tetrameric nature might perturb
the function and localization of the labeled proteins. Therefore, an advanced monomeric
variant, mIrisFP, was developed68 by Susan Gayda and Maike Krause. The mutations
A69V, K145I, and Y189A yielded a monomeric, bright and photostable marker protein
with spectroscopic and photoswitching properties similar to those of IrisFP (Fig. 2.7).
Figure 2.7. Spectroscopic characterization of mIrisFP. Absorption, excitation, and
emission spectra scaled to equal peak amplitudes are displayed by solid, dotted, and
dashed lines, respectively. Emission spectra of green (red) mIrisFP were recorded
with 473 (532) nm excitation. Excitation spectra of green (red) IrisFP were mea-
sured for 540 (580) nm emission. (a) Spectra of green mIrisFP. (b) Spectra of green
mIrisFP before (green lines) and after (black lines) illumination with 473-nm light for
off-switching. (c) Spectra of red mIrisFP (red lines) after photoconversion of green
mIrisFP (green lines) with intense 405-nm light. (d) Spectra of red mIrisFP before
(red lines) and after (black lines) illumination with 532-nm light for off-switching
(corrected for background). Spectra measured by Susan Gayda, image taken from68.
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mRubyN(N143C)
The red FP mRuby is a monomeric variant of eqFP611 found in the sea anemone En-
tacmaea quadricolor 69. With excitation and emission maxima at 558 nm and 605 nm,
mRuby combines bright red emission with a large Stokes shift of 47 nm70. The chro-
mophore in eqFP611, 2-iminomethyl-5-(4-hydroxybenzylidene)-imidazolinone, forms au-
tocatalytically from the tripeptide Met63-Tyr64-Gly65 and assumes a fluorescent copla-
nar trans configuration. For the dimeric variant d1eqFP611, a red-shifted species was
observed after intense 532-nm illumination and attributed to a trans-cis isomerization71.
Spectroscopic and structural studies of dimeric variants of eqFP611 identified a fluores-
cent trans conformation with 611-nm emission and a fluorescent cis species with 639-nm
emission. The replacement of Asn143 by serine yielded a mixture of cis and trans chro-
mophores with an overall emission maximum at 630 nm. The asparagine at position
143 forms a hydrogen bond with the trans chromophore and thereby stabilizes the trans
conformation. With the goal of destabilizing this interaction in mRuby and generate a
switching FP, the mutation Asn143Cys was introduced. The absorption spectrum of the
N143C mutant shows a prominent shoulder towards longer wavelength on the anionic
band at 560 nm and the emission band is shift about 10 nm towards lower wavelength
in the mutant compared to mRuby (Fig. 2.8). The prominent shoulder in the absorp-
Figure 2.8. Spectroscopic characterization of mRuby(N143C). Absorption, excita-
tion, and emission spectra scaled to equal maximum amplitudes are depicted by red,
red dashed, and black lines, respectively.
tion spectrum results most probably from a second chromophore conformation (cis and
trans). Unfortunately mRuby(N143C) displayed no switching under 450-nm activation,
12
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as expected; instead, the FP showed a remarkable bleaching behavior, similar to psRFP
(Fig. 2.9).
Figure 2.9. Bleaching curve of mRuby(N143C) (561-nm irradiation with 250 W
cm−2).
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Light microscopy is by far the most widespread microscopy technique used in the life
sciences because the noninvasive nature of light allows the investigation of biological
processes in living cells and organisms with minimal disturbance of the cellular environ-
ment. Especially popular is fluorescence microscopy, which permits the selective tagging
of molecules and organelles combined with a wide variety of readout modes such as
fluorescence lifetime, anisotropy, color and intensity. Fluorescence microscopy has the
unique capability to probe dynamic processes, linking molecular components and their
localization with function and permits the identification of multiple specific components.
However, fluorescence microscopy has a major drawback. The limited resolution of vis-
ible light due to diffraction makes it impossible to study structures smaller than ≈ λ/2.
In other words, light microscopy cannot provide a detailed picture of many interesting
cellular processes such as protein complex formation, structural dynamic details and
reorganization on the lower nanometer scale.
3.1. Diffraction
When light hits an obstacle, the amplitude and phase of a part of the wavefront is
changed leading to the general phenomenon known as diffraction. Diffraction describes
the apparent bending of waves around small obstacles and the spreading out of waves
past small openings. The propagation of the wavefront after an obstacle can be explained
by the Huygens-Fresnel principle. Every point on the wavefront is considered as a point
source for a secondary radial wave. The subsequent propagation and addition of all
resulting radial waves form the new wavefront past an obstacle or aperture. The sum
of all wave contributions is determined by the relative phases and the amplitudes of
the individual waves. The intensity distribution of the wavefront can be observed as an
interference pattern or diffraction pattern with minima and maxima on a distant screen.
Diffraction occurs in all lens-based optical setups such as telescopes, microscopes and
many others. The objective of a microscope can be simplified as a single lens that focuses
the diverging light from a source onto the detector (Fig. 3.1a). This lens represents a
circular aperture that causes diffraction. Light waves emitted isotropically from a point
source do not interfere at a single point after propagating through the lens. Instead a
setup dependent intensity pattern, called point spread function (PSF), emerges around
the point (Fig. 3.1b). The PSF of a circular aperture is given by the Airy function,
I = I(0)
[
2J1(kaq/R)
kaq/R
]2
, (3.1)
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Figure 3.1. (a) The emitted light from a point source is diffracted by a circular
aperture (lens) and the diffraction pattern (b) is detected on a distant screen. (b)
Airy intensity distribution detected after light emitted from a point source passed
through a circular aperture.
where I(0) is the maximum intensity of the pattern at the airy disc center, J1 is the
Bessel function of the first kind of order one, k = 2pi/λ is the wavenumber, a is the
radius of the aperture, q is the radial distance from the optical axis in the observation
plane and R is the distance between the lens and the observation plane. The equation
can also be written as a function of the angle θ, with sin θ = q/R,
I = I(0)
[
2J1(ka sin θ)
ka sin θ
]2
, (3.2)
where θ is the angle of observation. The minima of the intensity distribution are given
by the zeros of the Bessel function J1(x), at x = ka sinθ ≈ 0, 3.83, 7.02, ... . It follows
that the first ring of minimal intensity occurs at
sin θ ≈ 3.83
ka
=
3.83λ
2pia
= 1.22
λ
2a
= 1.22
λ
d
. (3.3)
The radius q of the first ring of minimal intensity is given by
q = R sin θ = 1.22
Rλ
d
. (3.4)
If the light is focused by a lens with the focal length f on the screen, f ≈ R, and the
equation becomes
q = R sin θ ≈ 1.22 fλ
d
. (3.5)
3.1.1. Diffraction Limit
It is the expanded intensity distribution due to diffraction that limits the ability of a light
microscope to resolve fine detail. This can be understood by considering two separated
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Figure 3.2. Two point sources in close proximity are detected as two Airy patterns
and can only be resolved as two separated point sources as long as the maximum of
one Airy pattern coincides with the first minimum of the other.
point sources in close proximity. Each point source will produce an Airy pattern on the
detector (Fig. 3.2) and, as the point sources move closer together, the pattern will start
to overlap, ultimately the two distributions will merge and form a single pattern. In this
case, the two point sources can no longer be resolved as separated points. According
to Lord Rayleigh, two point sources can still be resolved, if the maximum of one Airy
pattern coincides with the first minimum of the other.
∆xmin = 1.22
fλ
d
. (3.6)
Ernst Abbe formulated his resolution limit for optical microscopes in a similar way:
The exact spacing in a specimen can be resolved when the numerical aperture of the
objective lens is large enough to capture the first order diffraction pattern produced in a
diffraction-limited microscope at a specific wavelength. He derived the lateral and axial
resolutions of such an instrument as
∆xmin =
λ
2 NA
=
λ
2n sin α
(3.7)
and
∆zmin =
2λ
n sin2α
, (3.8)
respectively. The index of refraction n and the half-angle α of the maximum cone of
light that can enter or exit the lens together with the wavelength of light λ determine
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the resolution of a microscope. With a numerical aperture (NA) around 1 to 1.5, the
resolution of a microscope operating with visible light is limited to ∼200 nm. Unfortu-
nately, many cellular processes occur on length scales smaller than 200 nm, which leaves
us with a light microscope, excellently suited for non-invasive cell studies but with an
insufficient resolution. Both, Rayleigh’s criterion and Abbe’s diffraction limit were de-
veloped at a time when light was still detected with the naked eye. They neglect the
stochastic nature of the photon-detection process and hence, do not consider the total
photon counts in the acquired data. Therefore, both criteria are not well adapted to
current microscope setups, in which highly sensitive photon-counting cameras are used.
A fundamental resolution measure (FREM) can be calculated for modern microscopes
from a stochastic framework72. It gives a bound to the accuracy with which the distance
between two point sources can be estimated based on the acquired data as
xmin =
1√
4piΛ0 · (t− t0)Γ0(d)
· λ
NA
, (3.9)
where λ denotes the emission wavelength, NA denotes the numerical aperture of the
objective, Λ0 is the number of detected photons per molecule, [t0, t] is the acquisition
time interval and Γ0(d) is given by
Γ0(d) =
∫
R2
1
J21 (αr01)
r201
+
J22 (αr02)
r202
((
x+
d
2
)
J1(αr01)J2(αr01)
r301
(3.10)
−
(
x− d
2
)
J1(αr02)J2(αr02)
r302
)2
dxdy, (3.11)
with Jn denoting the nth order Bessel function of the first kind, α = 2piNA/λ; r01 =√
(x+ d/2)2 + y2 and r02 =
√
(x− d/2)2 + y2. The FREM depends on the distance d
of the two point sources and is well below Rayleigh’s criterion (less than 5 nm for 100
nm distance). For distances <50 nm, however, the FREM deteriorates with decreasing
separation. Thus, two point sources can be resolved far better than Abbe’s limit in
modern microscopes. All resolution criteria are based on the distance between two
point sources, however, in labeled biological samples usually the density of fluorescent
markers is much higher and the PSF of ten to hundred point sources overlap and cannot
be decomposed.
3.2. Alternative Microscopy Techniques
The limited ability of light microscopy to resolve structures smaller than 200 nm gave rise
to the development of a series of alternative microscopy techniques for biological appli-
cations such as soft X-ray tomography (SXT)73 or electron microscopy74. The soft X-ray
illuminating photons used in SXT allows imaging of whole specimens with a resolution
that is well below the diffraction limit of visible light75. Cryogenic electron tomography
(cryo-ET) provides even higher resolution (4-5 nm) for 3D imaging that permits detailed
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studies of cellular and supermolecular structures76. Unfortunately, a harsh treatment of
the cells that can cause artifacts, is usually necessary to obtain high resolution images.
Additionally, both techniques are limited to static snapshots and cannot capture dy-
namic processes. Therefore, it was necessary to develop complementary methods based
on visible light microscopy for live cell observations.
3.2.1. Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)
Interesting biological problems including conformational changes, direct protein-protein
interaction and binding of proteins to cellular structures can be studied by fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET)77, 78, 79, 80. Two molecules are labeled with fluores-
cent markers emitting in different spectral ranges. If the marker in the lower wavelength
range is close to the red-shifted marker, the excitation energy is radiationless trans-
ferred and can be emitted in the longer wavelength range. By monitoring the emission
from both labels the distance between the two can be calculated. FRET is not a new
microscopy technique, but a powerful tool for the study of processes in the 1–10 nm
range. Nevertheless, it still leaves a gap between 10–200 nm that can not be resolved by
conventional light microscopy techniques.
3.2.2. Near-field Techniques
In principle, near-field techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) and near-field
scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) are able to overcome the resolution limit and fill
the gap. Both methods have been successfully applied in the investigation of biological
macromolecular structures. In NSOM a small subwavelength sized aperture that is used
as a light source and/or detector is scanned in close proximity (10–20 nm) over the surface
of the sample, thereby generating a point by point image with resolution related to the
size of the probe (30–100 nm). The diffraction limit is overcome by removing the lenses
and thus eliminating the need for focusing. Although NSOM has been used to study
the nanoscale organization of several membrane proteins81, 82, imaging in the nearfield
is technically challenging and the imaging speed is slow. In addition, NSOM and AFM
are restricted to probing the cell surface and cannot be used for intracellular imaging.
These factors have prevented the widespread use of both methods in cell biology. It is
possible to speed up the image acquisition by the recently introduced lenses with negative
refractive index83 which allow imaging of larger areas. Unfortunately these methods are
also limited to surface imaging, due to the reliance on the evanescent light field, which
fades exponentially within a distance of λ/2 from the object. These evanescent waves
are converted into propagating waves and a magnified image is formed on a distant
screen84, however, hyperlens imaging is not a real far-field technique.
3.2.3. Confocal Microscopy
Confocal microscopy is a far-field technique that has especially improved 3D imaging.
The sample is illuminated by a diffraction limited, focused spot and the light from the
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sample is detected through a pinhole 85. By employing pointwise illumination scanning
and pointwise detection, only the fluorophores in the shared volume of the illumination
and detection point spread functions are detected. The effective PSF of such a mi-
croscope is described by the product of the diffraction pattern for illumination and for
detection: I(x, y, z) Iem(x, y, z) ≈ I2(x, y, z)86, 87. The multiplication of intensities and
the nearly quadratic dependence on the intensity in this formula reduces the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of its central spot by ∼ √2. In the Fourier domain, the
multiplication expands the optical bandwidth of spatial frequencies even by a factor of
two. In practice, however, the newly gained higher frequencies are heavily damped and
the resolution of confocal microscopy is limited to a FWHM >200 nm in the focal plane
and to >450 nm along the optical axis 88. Nevertheless, confocal microscopy is the basis
for point-scanning superresolution techniques such as 4Pi microscopy and stimulated
emission depletion microscopy because it improves 3D-imaging and effectively rejects
background signals.
3.2.4. 4Pi and I5M Microscopy
In the early 1990s, two interference-based far-field optical microscopy techniques emerged,
the spot-scanning 4Pi microscopy89 and widefield I5M90 that use juxtaposed objectives
to expand the illumination or the detection wavefront. With a more completely col-
lected spherical wavefront, fluorescent markers can be located more precisely. The same
holds for the illumination wavefront. Both microscopy techniques coherently add the
wavefronts of two large-angle lenses for excitation, detection, or both. I5M achieves an
improvement in axial resolution by a factor of 3.5 compared to confocal and 7 fold com-
pared to widefield microscopy, 4Pi microscopy improves the lateral resolution ˜1.5 times
and the axial resolution 7 times. However, because the enlarged wavefront is still not
close enough to spherical, the focal spot exhibits lobes above and below the focal plane
that have to be removed mathematically. After deconvolution, images of the Golgi ap-
paratus and the mitochondrial network with ˜100 nm axial resolution
91, 92 were obtained
and enzyme localization and transport of secretory cargo was monitored93. Nonetheless,
these methods perfected focusing alone and the diffraction barrier remained in place.
3.2.5. Stimulated Emission Depletion Microscopy (STED)
The first far-field method that surpassed the diffraction barrier was stimulated emis-
sion depletion (STED) microscopy94. In a STED experiment, a focused excitation
laser beam, which pumps the fluorophores to their excited state, is overlayed with a
red-shifted STED beam (Fig. 3.3). This STED beam, typically with a donut-shaped
intensity profile, triggers stimulated emission of the excited fluorophores in a region sur-
rounding the excitation spot, forcing them to the ground state. The size of the PSF
is reduced and the resolution increased because the STED beam confines fluorescence
emission to a small region in the center of the donut. Due to the nonlinear intensity
dependency of the deexcitation, resolutions below the diffraction limit can be achieved,
despite the excitation beam and STED beam being diffraction-limited. STED over-
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Figure 3.3. A focused excitation laser beam that pumps the fluorophores to their
excited state (green), is overlayed with a STED beam (red) that triggers stimulated
emission of the excited fluorophores and leaves only molecules in a small region fluo-
rescent.
comes the diffraction barrier by ensuring that any neighboring fluorophores are never
simultaneously in the on-state. To obtain a complete high resolution image, the beams
are scanned across the sample, thereby achieving resolutions as high as 20 nm in the
lateral directions, 30–40 nm in the axial direction, and 40–45 nm in all three dimensions
simultaneously in biological samples when lateral and axial STED beams are combined
in a 4Pi geometry95, 96. For nitrogen-vacancy color centers in diamond, a resolution
below 10 nm has been demonstrated97. Video-rate imaging of synaptic vesicles in live
hippocampal neurons using STED has been achieved98 and nanoscale dynamics of mem-
brane lipids in living cells has been demonstrated through the combined application
of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and STED99. STED has also been ex-
tended to reversibly saturable optical fluorescent transitions (RESOLFT)88 a method
that utilizes photoswitching instead of stimulated emission.
3.2.6. Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM)
A different approach to increase the resolution is structured illumination microscopy
(SIM)100, 101. The sample is illuminated by a periodic wide-field light pattern that mixes
with the spatial information in the sample and thereby shifts high frequency information
into the detection range of the microscope. The frequency space that can be detected by
the microscope is expanded and the PSF reduced. The resolution can be increased by a
factor of two, as the periodicity of the excitation pattern is diffraction limited. Together
with the dual objective geometry of I5M a 3D resolution of 100 nm is achievable102, 101.
When SIM is used with saturating intensities, excitation patterns with arbitrarily high
spatial frequencies can be generated, which extends the resolution of saturated structured
illumination microscopy (SSIM) significantly beyond the diffraction barrier103, 104.
3.3. Photoactivation Localization Microscopy (PALM)
STED and SIM improve the optical resolution by spatially modulating the excitation
light which fundamentally distinguishes them from another, recently introduced class of
high resolution techniques including photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM)37,
fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM)38 and stochastic optical
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reconstruction microscopy (STORM)105. These methods rely on two ideas, first, the
localization of a single point source with a precision beyond the diffraction limit and
second, the isolation of single point sources within a fluorescent ensemble based on
consecutive photoactivation and bleaching or deactivation.
3.3.1. Single Molecule Localization
Although the intensity distribution of a single fluorophore in a light microscope is diffrac-
tion limited and results in an Airy disc of ∼200–300 nm on the charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera (Fig. 3.4a,c), the precision of determining the fluorophore position can
be much higher, up to 1 nm and better106, 107. The fluorophore position is estimated
Figure 3.4. (a) Detected PSFs of three fluorophores on a CCD camera. (b) De-
tected intensity values (black dots) and Gaussian fit that yields the position of the
fluorophore. (c) Three dimensional intensity distribution. (d) Two dimensional fit of
the detected intensity distribution and position of the fluorophore.
by a statistical fit to the photon distribution which yields the center of the fluorescence
emission that coincides with the position of the fluorophore (Fig. 3.4b,d). When the
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fluorophore is assumed to be a point source, then the photon distribution is given by
the point-spread function (PSF) of the microscope,
PSF(r) =
(
2J1(ra)
r
)2
, (3.12)
with
a =
2piNA
λ
, (3.13)
where r is the distance from the origin, NA is the numerical aperture of the objective, λ is
the wavelength of light and J1 is the Bessel function. The detected intensity distribution
can be well approximated by a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution108,
I(x, y) = I0 · exp
[
−(x− x0)
2 + (y − y0)2
2s2
]
, (3.14)
where x0 and y0 are the coordinates of the point source, I0 is a constant and s is the
standard deviation. The Gaussian distribution is mathematically more tractable and the
differences to the Airy function are minor in practice because the recorded fluorescence
images are rarely precise enough to distinguish between the two functions109.
3.3.2. Localization Precision
Each registered photon from a fluorescent source gives a measure of the position of the
source, and the position error for each photon measurement is given by the standard
deviation of the point spread function of the microscope. The measured position of the
source is then determined by the average of detected photon positions. The error on the
mean is calculated as 〈
(∆x)2
〉
=
s2
N
, (3.15)
with the localization error ∆x, the standard deviation of the point spread function s and
the number of photons N . Because the photons are detected with a CCD camera that
consists of pixels of size a, an additional error resulting from the uncertainty of where
the photon arrived in the pixel adds to the uncertainty of each photon measurement,
〈
(∆x)2
〉
=
s2 + a2/12
N
, (3.16)
for s > a. The factor a2/12 is the variance of a top-hat distribution of size a. The local-
ization precision deteriorates due to background noise b. Common sources of background
noise include camera readout noise, dark current noise, and cellular autofluorescence.
〈
(∆x)2
〉
=
8pis4b2
a2N2
. (3.17)
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Combining the results for photon-counting noise, pixelation error, and background noise
in one equation leads to the localization error in two dimensions109〈
(∆x)2
〉
=
s2 + a2/12
N
+
8pis4b2
a2N2
(3.18)
and in one dimension
〈
(∆x)2
〉
=
s2 + a2/12
N
+
4
√
pis3b2
aN2
. (3.19)
For high photon numbers and low background, the localization precision increases. Es-
pecially in biological samples with increased background from autofluorescence, bright
fluorophores with high emission are needed to achieve localization accuracies of 20–30
nm.
3.3.3. PALM Scheme
Single fluorophores can be localized with extremely high precision. However, the method
can not be applied to densely labeled biological samples because the overlapping PSFs
of the numerous labels prevent the accurate localization of single fluorophores. One ap-
proach to separate the emission from different fluorophores is to employ spectrally dis-
tinct labels which can be detected with different filters this method is termed spectrally
assigned localization microscopy (SALM)110. But the visible spectral range is limited
and the emission spectra of currently used fluorescent markers restricts the number of
separately detectable fluorophores to about ten. A more successful method, applied in
PALM imaging, is to separate the emission of the numerous fluorescent markers in time
by sequentially switching them on and off (Fig. 3.5). For this approach, photoactivat-
able fluorescent markers are needed. Possible labels are photoactive FPs or synthetic
dyes that are activated by light of a certain wavelength and subsequently photobleached
or photoswitched to a non-emitting dark state by light of a second wavelength. During
each imaging cycle, most molecules remain undetectable (green molecules) and only a
small percentage is stochastically switched to the detectable state (red molecules). The
light-induced change can be from non-fluorescent to fluorescent (psRFP, mRubyN143C,
mIrisFP) or a change in emission wavelength (EosFP, mcavRFP, mIrisFP). The number
of molecules in the detectable state is controlled by the light intensity of the activation
light and can be adjusted to minimize the probability of detecting two molecules within
a diffraction limited spot. The well separated single fluorescent molecules are then de-
tected and localized by one of the fitting routines described in the experimental section.
After emitting sufficient photons for precise localization, the fluorescent molecules are
photobleached or switched off, ideally after one image frame and new molecules are ac-
tivated. Repeating this process over many cycles and combining the detected molecule
positions in one data set allows reconstruction of a super-resolution image (Fig. 3.5).
Variations of this method have been published under new acronyms, such as PALM with
independently running acquisition (PALMIRA)111, ground state depletion and individual
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Figure 3.5. (a) Cell with nucleus, microtubuli network and focal adhesion points.
Paxillin, a key component of the focal adhesion complex is labeled with a photocon-
vertible/photoactivatible FP.(b) A sparse subset of FPs is activated/converted (red
dots) and detected. The molecule positions are determined (e)from the recorded sig-
nals. (c) Molecules detected in (a) are switched off or bleached (black dots) and a
new subset of FPs is activated/converted, detected and localized (f). This procedure
is repeated for several thousand frames until all FPs are localized (d). (g) The posi-
tions of all detected FPs are combined to a high resolution image (red crosses). The
green structures indicate a conventional microscopy image.
molecule return (GSDIM)112, point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography
(Paint)113 and direct STORM (dSTORM)114 or spectral precision distance measurement
(SPDM)115.
3.4. Resolution in PALM Images
The experimental PALM scheme permits localization of single fluorophores with high
precision in densely labeled biological samples. But one has to distinguish between lo-
calization accuracy which gives a measure of how precisely a single fluorophore can be
localized, and the resolution which is classically defined as the minimum distance neces-
sary to distinguish two emitting point sources. In principle, it is impossible to define a
resolution for PALM images in the classical sense, because two emitting particles in close
proximity are never simultaneously detected. Therefore two fluorophores can be arbi-
trarily close and still be resolved as two distinct emitters in a PALM experiment. One
can only give the localization accuracy for the single emitters. However, the resolution
of an image is not solely determined by the localization precision of the individual mark-
ers, but rather by the number and spacing of the fluorophores. The Nyquist sampling
theorem can be applied to determine the image resolution when the sample features are
considered in the domain of spatial frequency rather than object size. The number of
objects per spatial unit (the frequency) is the inverse of the object size and emphasizes
the importance of the spacing between specimen features in image formation. According
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to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem116, the sampling frequency should be at least twice the
highest spatial frequency contained in the image. Thus, an average distance of 25 nm
between the localized fluorophores allows imaging of two-dimensional structures with a
resolution of 50 nm. The image resolution in fluorescence microscopy is generally deter-
mined by the label density, which varies locally in biological samples and, therefore, the
resolution according to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem is a local property.
3.5. PALM Applications
PALM was first used to visualize the distribution of the lysosomal transmembrane pro-
tein CD63, mitochondria and the focal adhesion protein vinculin37. At the same time
a second research group imaged DNA constructs with 20 nm resolution using synthetic
dyes105. Soon thereafter, the technique was expanded to two-color applications on mi-
crotubuli and clathrin coated pits117, microtubuli networks118, adhesion complexes34,
chromosomal proteins H2A and Snf2H119, clusters of transferrin receptor, clathrin light
chain44 and vertebrate kinetochore components120. The method has also been extended
from a 2D imaging technique to 3D imaging with subdiffraction accuracy over an imaging
depth of a few microns by double-plane detection in biplane (BP) FPALM121. Intro-
ducing astigmatism, as in 3D STORM122, 123 allowed imaging with 20–30 nm resolution
in the lateral and 50 nm in the axial direction, and engineering a double-helix shaped
point spread function124 yielded a resolution of 75 nm in axial direction. Axial section-
ing can also be achieved by an interferometric design (iPALM)125, where two opposing
objectives collect the emitted photons, and due to the photons’ selfinterference for equal
path lengths, the distance of the emitters from the focal plane can be determined with
a very high precision of 10-20 nm. Besides the improvement in axial resolution, the
lateral resolution is also increased because twice the number of photons are collected.
The practical use of this technique has been demonstrated in a detailed study of focal
adhesions. Modification with a tilted mirror close to the sample is necessary in vir-
tual volume superresolution microscopy (VVSRM) for an isotropic 3D resolution. This
super-resolution technique has been applied for imaging bacteria, bacteria actin homo-
logue MreB and neural dendrites126. The greatest potential advantage of high resolution
light microscopy is the application to living cells and tissue. So far only a few experi-
ments have demonstrated the ability of PALM in live-cell imaging. The distribution of
the membrane protein haemagglutinin from influenza virus was studied in live fibroblasts
with 40 nm accuracy127, the bacterial actin protein MreB in live Caulobacter crescen-
tus128, high-density molecular tracks of tso45 vesicular stomatitis virus G particles and
HIV-1 Gag membrane proteins were observed35, and adhesion-complex dynamics was
imaged with 60 nm resolution129. The high resolution microscopy method has also been
applied to image hotspots of localized electromagnetic modes on structured metal sur-
faces with 1.2 nm accuracy130. At these hotspots, signals are enhancement by a factor
of 1015, therefore, the effect has a broad range of potential applications, such as the
detection of weak chemical signals 131.
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3.6. Markers for High Resolution Imaging
Photoswitchable or photoconvertible fluorescent proteins are excellent markers for high
resolution imaging in living cells. Besides the genetically encoded FPs, a number of other
luminescent markers can be employed for high resolution imaging. Organic dyes such as
ATTO dyes are used in STED applications132, 133 and photochromic probes, including
rhodamines, diarylethenes, photoswitchable cyanines and ATTO dyes are employed in
PALM related methods134, 135, 118, 117, 136. Caged compounds could also be exploited in
superresolution imaging137, 138. During uncaging, irradiation with UV light causes the
release of a protective group and results in a large increase in the fluorescence intensity
of the dye. Apart from increased brightness and photostability compared with FPs, non-
genetically encoded probes have some drawbacks, for example, they have to be targeted
to the biomolecule of interest, which can be achieved by using antibody conjugation.
Unfortunately, antibodies are not membrane permeable, and hence are not useful for in-
tracellular labeling of living cells. In fixed cells, the labeling efficiency is usually low, and
the large size of the antibody adds another ˜10–20 nm to the localization uncertainty.
Therefore, new and innovative techniques were developed to append chemically synthe-
sized fluorophores to proteins within living cells. Some methods use a peptide sequence
fused to the protein of interest to recruit the organic dye139, 140, 141, 142 and other methods
utilize proteins for labelling with small-molecule probes143, 144, 145 or a combination of
a peptide recognition sequence and an enzyme that catalyses the covalent attachment
of the probe to the peptide is used146, 147. Also chemical tags can be employed for live
cell high resolution imaging148. Another promising class of luminescent markers are
nanocrystals, for example, super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) makes
use of the fluorescence blinking of semiconductor quantum dots to obtain subdiffraction
optical resolution149. Nanodiamonds with nitrogen vacancies are very robust with regard
to photobleaching and provide an extremely high localization accuracy97.
3.7. Cellular Structures
The cellular structures that are studied by high resolution microscopy throughout this
work are described in the following section.
3.7.1. Cytoskeleton
The cytoskeleton is a cellular scaffold contained within the cytoplasm of the cell that
maintains the cell shape, provides mechanical stability and participates in many cellular
processes, including cell motility, cell adhesion, cell division, vesicle and organelle move-
ment and cell signaling. The cytoskeleton is formed by actin filaments together with
intermediate filaments and microtubules.
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3.7.2. Actin and Lifeact
Actin is a highly-conserved 42-kDa globular protein150, that is found in almost all eu-
karyotic cells. Filaments composed of actin molecules are dynamic structures that are
changed by coordinated polymerization and depolymerization. In migrating cells the
dynamic assembly/disassembly of the actin network drives cell motility, while in a mus-
cle, a stable actomyosin system forms the contractile apparatus151. Actin filaments are
assembled in two general types of structures: bundles and networks. The structures that
contribute to cell migration are organized in the lamellipodial actin network, which pro-
vides the force for plasma membrane protrusion during cell migration. The contractile
actin stress fibers are individual filaments or bundles of numerous actin filaments that
can be divided into three classes: ventral stress fibers, dorsal stress fibers and transverse
arcs. Ventral stress fibers lie along the base of the cell, attached to the focal adhesions
at each end. Dorsal stress fibers are attached to a focal adhesion at one end only and
transverse arcs are curved actin bundles, which display a periodic α-actinin myosin dis-
tribution, and are typically not directly attached to focal adhesions, but are connected to
the substrate via dorsal stress fibers. The different actin structures can be studied with
the help of Lifeact152 a short peptide (17 amino acids), which binds to filamentous actin
(F-actin) structures in eukaryotic cells and tissues. When fused to fluorescent proteins,
Lifeact can be used as a marker for imaging actin structures in fluorescence microscopy.
Figure 3.6. Actin filaments visualized with the actin-binding peptide Lifeact labeled
with mRuby in living cells. Image from F. Oswald, Department of Internal Medicine
I, University Medical Center Ulm.
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3.7.3. α-actinin
The actin binding protein α-actinin cross-links actin filaments and is a major constituent
of diverse actin-based structures, such as stress fibers, focal adhesions, and the peripheral
belt of epithelial cells153. Apart from its mechanical function, α -actinin plays multiple
important roles in the cell. It links the cytoskeleton to different transmembrane proteins
in a variety of junctions, regulates the activity of a number of receptors, and serves as a
scaffold to connect the cytoskeleton to diverse signaling pathways154.
Figure 3.7. α-actinin structures labeled with mRuby in living cells. Image from F.
Oswald, Department of Internal Medicine I, University Medical Center Ulm.
3.7.4. Microtubules
Microtubules are cytoskeletal polymers made of repeating α- and β-tubulin heterodimers155.
The tubulin dimers polymerize in protofilaments, which bundle into hollow cylindrical
filaments and are present in all eukaryotes. These filaments have a diameter of 25 nm and
a length varying from 200 nanometers to 25 micrometers156 and emerge from the micro-
tubule organizing centers (MTOCs), such as centrioles and basal bodies. Microtubules
affect cell shape, transport, motility, cell division. They are required for the assembly
of the endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi apparatus, and are used as highways for
organelle transport. During mitosis, microtubules rearrange to form the so-called mi-
totic spindle. The mitotic spindle orients the plane of cell cleavage and functions as a
supramolecular motor to segregate the chromosomes to the cell poles during anaphase.
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Of special interest are motor proteins of the kinesin and dynein families, which use
ATP hydrolysis to move cargoes along microtubules or microtubules with respect to
each other. Microtubule arrays in cells are generally dynamic, capable of assembly,
disassembly and rearrangement on a time scale of seconds to minutes.
3.7.5. RITA
The Notch signaling pathway regulates fundamental cellular processes, including stem
cell maintenance, control of cell differentiation, and proliferation157. Notch signaling is
activated via direct cell-to-cell contacts. Upon ligand binding, the proteolytic cleavage
and release of the Notch intracellular domain (NICD) is induced which translocates to
the nucleus. It activates transcription of Notch target genes in the nucleus through inter-
action with the DNA binding protein RBP-J (Recombination signal sequence-Binding
Protein Jκ). The recently discovered protein RITA (RBP-J Interacting and Tubulin
Associated) is a highly conserved, 36 kDa protein that interferes with Notch- and RBP-
J-mediated transcription158. It induces nuclear export of RBP-J and thereby functions
as a negative modulator of the Notch signaling pathway via shuttling of RBP-J to tubu-
lin fibers. RITA is excellently suited to visualize the microtubuli network, due to its
tubulin-binding ability.
Figure 3.8. Microtubule fibers visualized with the microtubuli binding protein RITA
labeled with mRuby. Image from F. Oswald, Department of Internal Medicine I, Uni-
versity Medical Center Ulm.
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3.7.6. Paxillin and Focal Adhesions
Cells adhere to underlying substrates through discrete regions of the plasma membrane,
referred to as adhesion plaques, focal contacts, or focal adhesions. This interaction
of a cell with its microenvironment regulates numerous processes such as embryonic
development, wound healing, immune surveillance and tissue homeostasis through the
modulation of migration, differentiation and proliferation. The transmembrane proteins
responsible for regulating the binding of a cell to components of the external environment
are the integrins. They serve as bridges between the extracellular matrix (ECM), the
intracellular signaling machinery and the actin cytoskeleton. Interaction with the ECM
leads to integrin clustering and recruitment of a wide variety of intracellular proteins.
These macromolecular foci contain more than 125 individual proteins, and many of these
proteins exhibit multi protein-protein interactions159, 160. Unfortunately, most of the
interactions that govern focal adhesion function, regulation of the multiple interactions
and their role in coordinating bidirectional signaling are still unknown. One of the
important proteins that has already been studied to some extent is paxillin, a protein that
serves as a platform for recruitment of numerous regulatory and structural proteins161.
Paxillin, together with other proteins, controls the dynamic changes in cell adhesion,
cytoskeletal reorganization and gene expression that are necessary for cell migration
and survival. The name paxillin is derived from the term paxillus (a peg or stake) and
suggests a function that is analog to a tent peg which tethers actin stress-fiber cables
to the adhesion site because, initally, focal adhesions were believed to function solely as
passive structural links between the ECM and the actin cytoskeleton. It has now been
recognized that adhesion contacts are dynamic structures162, 163, 164, 165 that assemble,
disassemble or mature at the extending leading edge and disassemble at the retracting
cell rear during cell migration. Paxillin is one of the earliest proteins to be detected in
forming adhesions at the leading edge of the cell, where it is rapidly organized166, which
suggests that paxillin plays an important role in promoting the assembly of adhesions
and in defining their molecular composition. Upon application of tensile force, some focal
complexes mature and provide a physical link to the contractile actomyosin machinery
that is required for cell translocation. It is also of note that the adhesion disassembly does
not occur homogenously within adhesion contacts, but rather in a punctate manner167.
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Figure 3.9. Paxillin labeled with mRuby accumulates in focal adhesions. Image
from F. Oswald, Department of Internal Medicine I, University Medical Center Ulm.
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4.1. Spectroscopic Characterization of the Fluorescent
Proteins
4.1.1. Absorption Spectra
Absorption spectra were recorded on a Cary 1 spectrometer (Varian, Darmstadt, Ger-
many) with a resolution of 1 nm. The protein solution was centrifuged for 10 min at
13,400 rpm, filled into a quartz cuvette and left in the spectrometer for 10 min in the
dark. Subsequently, three absorption spectra were taken in 5 min time intervals to
ensure that the sample was in thermal equilibrium.
4.1.2. Fluorescence Excitation and Emission Spectra
Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra were measured on a SPEX Fluorolog II
spectrofluorometer (Spex Industries, Edison, NJ). Emission spectra were recorded with
2.1-nm resolution and 550-nm or 580-nm excitation. For excitation measurements, the
emission was monitored at 630 nm and the resolution was 2.1 nm. Both measurements
were corrected for the wavelength dependence of the detector efficiency. Prior to the
fluorescence measurements, the concentration of the protein solution was determined in
an absorption measurement and adjusted to an optimal value.
4.1.3. pH
For pH dependent data collection, a few microliters of concentrated protein stock solution
were added to sodium citrate/phosphate, sodium phosphate, sodium carbonate buffer
systems (pH 4.2–10). The final ionic strength was adjusted with sodium chloride to 150
mM.
4.1.4. Photoswitching
Photoswitching was induced by illuminating the sample solution with 473-nm laser light
(LSR473-200-T00, Laserlight) at 20–800 mW cm−2 (off switching) and with 561-nm laser
light (GCL-150-561, CrystaLaser) at 20–500 mW cm−2 (on switching). Special care was
taken to illuminate the complete sample solution. Emission and absorption spectra were
recorded during photoswitching. Low excitation light intensity at 580 nm compared to
the switching intensities minimized the influence of the probe light on the sample. For
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kinetic experiments, light-induced changes of the fluorescence intensity at 610 nm were
recorded as a function of time.
4.1.5. Thermally Activated Recovery
For thermal recovery measurements and Arrhenius analysis, a psRFP sample was illu-
minated with 473-nm light until no further decrease in fluorescence was observed. The
fluorescence recovery was monitored at 610 nm with the lowest possible 580-nm excita-
tion intensity. For the Arrhenius analysis, the temperature of the sample was controlled
and adjusted from 5◦C to 40◦C in 5◦C steps. All other measurements were performed
at room temperature.
4.2. Extinction Coefficient and Quantum Yield
The extinction coefficient was determined from the Beer-Lambert law
 = A/cl, (4.1)
with the measured absorption A, the concentration c and the path length l (in our case
1 cm). The quantum yield QY was calculated according to the following equation168,
by using cresyl violet as reference
QYpsRFP = QYref
IpsRFP
Iref
Aref
ApsRFP
. (4.2)
The absorption A of the fluorescent form at pH 7 was obtained from the fitting procedure
to the pH dependent absorption spectra, described in the results section. The emission
intensity I was measured for both psRFP in buffer at pH 7 and the reference cresyl violet
(SigmaAldrich, Steinheim, Germany) in methanol at equal optical densities. Usually,
the refractive index of water (1.33) and methanol (1.33) has to be included in equation
(4.2) but in our case the values for both solutions are the same.
4.3. SVD-MLS Analysis
The measured absorption spectra are a superposition of at least two or more absorption
spectra at each pH value. The underlying ‘pure‘ absorption spectra can be extracted with
singular value decomposition based on matrix least squares fitting (SVD-MLS)169, 170.
Data obtained from thermal recovery experiments after 473-nm illumination are arranged
in a matrix D, of m different wavelengths and n different time points. This matrix can
be decomposed as
D = SFT(p) + E, (4.3)
where the rows of S contain the absorption spectra of the different protein conformations
(basis spectra). FT is the transpose matrix F, which contains the time dependent
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amplitudes of the basis spectra that depend on a set of fit parameters p and the error
matrix E that contains random errors. The amplitudes of the basis spectra given as
rows in F are proportional to the concentration of the different protein states according
to Beer’s law. A model for trans(T)-cis(C) isomerization allows one to decompose the
matrix D and determines the population matrix F(p). During illumination with 473-nm
light, the entire chromophore population of psRFP is switched from the cis state to the
trans state. After the illumination is stopped, the chromophore relaxes back to a cis-
trans equilibrium state. The changes in populations of the chromophore conformations
are described by the following differential equations:
d[T ]
dt
= −ktc[T ] + kct[C], (4.4)
d[C]
dt
= ktc[T ]− kct[C], (4.5)
with the rate coefficients ktc for trans-cis isomerization and kct for cis-trans isomerization.
The solution of the differential equations for the trans population describes the change
in chromophore population:
[T ](t) = ∆[T ]0e
−t/τ + [T ]eq, (4.6)
with
1
τ
= ktc + kct, (4.7)
and the equilibrium concentration [T]eq and ∆[T]0 =[T]−[T]eq at time t = 0. The
population of the cis conformation [C] is given by [total]−[T]. The best parameter set is
determined by minimizing the error function
φ =‖ E ‖=‖ D− SFT (p) ‖ . (4.8)
For a fixed model matrix F(p), φ can be minimized by choosing S = D(FT (p))+, with
the pseudo-inverse (FT )+ of the matrix FT . This method is called matrix least-squares
(MLS) method. Unfortunately, the MLS method is quite computer intensive, but it can
be combined with singular value decomposition (SVD) for faster computation. SVD
decomposes the matrix D into
D = U˜S˜V˜
T
. (4.9)
The columns of U˜ contain the basis spectra, and the matrix V˜ consists of amplitude
vectors. Only the first few basis spectra are above the noise level, the number of signif-
icant contributions can be identified by the diagonal elements sr of the matrix S˜ that
are called singular values. The experimental data matrix D with effective rank r can be
well approximated by the first r columns of the SVD matrices,
D = U˜S˜V˜
T ≈ U˜rS˜rV˜Tr . (4.10)
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The best parameter set pˆ of the model is then determined by minimizing the error
function
φ˜ =‖ S˜r(V˜Tr − V˜
T
r (F
T (pˆ))+FT (p)) ‖ . (4.11)
4.4. Single Molecule Measurements
For the single-molecule and surface layer experiments on psRFP, a sandwich cell was
fabricated from two glass coverslips and double-sided sticky tape. The glass coverslips
were coated with 1 mg/ml BSA solution containing biotinylated BSA (bovine serum
albumin, Sigma-Aldrich) at a ratio 1:10 that formed a dense layer on the surface and
prevented psRFP adsorption to the surface. After 10 min, the sandwich was first washed
with water. Then with a 10 µg/ml streptavidin solution (Sigma-Aldrich) was applied
for 10 min, followed by another washing step. Streptavidin binds specifically with high
affinity to the biotin labels on BSA. Finally, biotinylated psRFP molecules that bind to
the fixed streptavidin on the surface was added in picomolar concentrations. After the
sample was washed again to remove the unbound psRFP molecules it was ready to be
imaged. In order to immobilize the psRFP molecules, the proteins were labeled with
biotin NHS that reacts with free amino groups of the protein. The sample solution was
incubated with a 2:1 molar excess of biotin NHS in phosphate buffer for 4 h at room
temperature.
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4.5.1. General Considerations
PALM relies on single molecule detection with a good signal to noise ratio and low
background fluorescence to achieve a high localization precision. Therefore, background
suppression techniques such as total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)171 are em-
ployed or the exposure time of a fast CCD camera is matched to the average on-time
of the fluorescence emitter to reduce background fluorescence172. In a TIRF setup, the
sample is excited by an exponentially decaying evanescent field which is produced by an
excitation light beam traveling in a solid glass coverslip incident at a high angle upon the
solid/liquid surface at which cells adhere (Fig. 4.1a). The angle must be large enough
for the beam to be totally internally reflected rather than refracted through the interface
(Fig. 4.1b), a condition that occurs above the critical angle
θc = arcsin(n2/n1), (4.12)
where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the solid (˜1.5, glass slide) and the aqueous
solution (1.33), respectively. For incidence angles θ < θc, most of the light propagates
through the interface but for θ > θc, all of the light reflects back into the solid. Some of
the incident energy, however, penetrates through the interface and propagates parallel
to the surface in the plane of incidence. The field in the liquid, called the evanescent
field, is capable of exciting fluorescent molecules that might be present near the surface.
For an infinitely wide beam ,the intensity of the evanescent wave decays exponentially
with perpendicular distance z from the interface:
I(z) = I(0)e−z/d, (4.13)
with
d =
λ0
4pi
(n22 sin
2θ − n21)−1/2. (4.14)
λ0 is the wavelength of the incident light in vacuum. The penetration depth d decreases
with increasing θ and is usually in the range of 100 nm. A TIRF setup can be realized
with different optical arrangements, a prism can be used to direct the light towards the
TIR interface173 or a high numerical aperture (NA > 1.4) microscope objective itself can
be employed for this purpose174. We decided to build an objective-type TIRF which is
better suited for single molecule detection in cells and offers more flexibility than the
prism-based version, for example it can be combined with an atomic force microscope
(AFM) or a patch-clamp setup. To achieve an incident angle that is higher than the
critical angle, the incident beam must be constrained to pass through the periphery
of the objective’s pupil and must emerge with only a narrow spread of angles. This
can be accomplished by setting the parallel incident beam to be focused off-axis at
the objective’s back focal plane. For internal reflection to occur at the interface with
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Figure 4.1. TIRF excitation scheme. (a) The excitation light is reflected at the
glass/water interface and penetrates only about 100 nm into the sample. b) The
excitation light above the critical angle (red) is reflected at the glass/water interface.
Excitation light with incidence angles below the critical angel (black) can propagate
deep into the sample.
an aqueous medium of refractive index of water, n2 = 1.33, the objective numerical
aperture (NA) must be greater than n2
n2 = n1 sin θc = NA. (4.15)
For viewing the interior of a cell with a variable refractive index n2 ∼ 1.38, an objective
with NA higher than 1.4 is needed.
4.5.2. Setup
Our objective TIRF setup (Fig. 4.2) is based on a Zeiss Axiovert microscope (Ax-
iovert 200, Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Samples can be illuminated by three diode-pumped
solid-state lasers, with emission wavelengths of 561 nm (GCL-150-561, CrystalLaser,
Reno, NV), 405 nm (CLASII 405-50, Blue Sky Research, Milpitas, CA) and 473 nm
(LSR473-200-T00, Laserlight, Berlin, Germany). The individual beams are combined
using mirrors M1 - M4 and dichroic beamsplitters DM1 and DM2. Two reflecting parts
per laser are necessary to couple the different laser wavelength effectively into a sin-
gle fiber. The intensities and illumination schemes are controlled via an acousto-optic
tunable filter (AOTF) (AOTFnC-400.650, A-A Opto-Electronic, Orsay Cedex, France).
After coupling into the microscope with the optical fiber, the excitation beam is widened
by a telescope consisting of the lenses L1 and L2 and focused into the back focal plane of
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Figure 4.2. PALM setup based on a TIRF microscope.
an oil immersion objective (PlanApo N 60 /1.45, Olympus, Hamburg, Germany) by lens
L3. The fluorescence emission is collected by the same objective and separated from the
illumination light by a triple line dichroic mirror DM3 (z 405/473/561, AHF, Tu¨bingen,
Germany), filtered with a band pass F1 (Brightline HC 617/73, AHF, Tu¨bingen, Ger-
many) and a second band pass F2 (HQ 610/75, AHF) for fluorescence in the red spectral
region and with two filters (Chroma HQ 535/70 and Semrock razor edge LP 488, AHF)
for the green spectral region. Two filters are necessary to block the excitation light that
is reflected back from the sample due to the objective TIRF excitation scheme. The
fluorescence light is detected by a CCD camera (Ixon DV887ECS-BV, Andor, Belfast,
Northern Ireland) via the mirror M5 and the magnification is adjusted by lens L4 in the
detection path to yield optimal single molecules localization conditions. The optimal
sample area per pixel can be calculated as(a
s
)4
=
96pib2
N
, (4.16)
with the standard deviation s of the PSF, the edge length a of the area imaged per
pixel, the background photons b and the signal photons N . The sample area imaged
per pixel has to be chosen with care. If the PSF of a single molecule spreads over too
many pixels, the detector noise degrades the signal-to-noise ratio and the localization
deteriorates. On the other hand, if most of the intensity is detected in one or very
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few pixels, only very few values are available for the localization fitting procedure. It
turns out that the optimal value is about 130 nm109, so that an area of 5 times 5 pixels
accommodates virtually the entire intensity emitted by an individual fluorophore.
4.6. Intensity to Photon Conversion
The detected intensity is given in analog to digital units (ADUs) which need to be
converted into the corresponding number of photons N . The conversion is determined
by the gain factor g = ADUs/N and can be calculated by applying Poisson statistics.
The expectation value and the variance are the same, < N > = var(N) for a Poisson
distribution which leads to the relation175
var(ADUs)
ADUs
=
g2 · var(N)
g ·N = g. (4.17)
By plotting the variance of the intensity values, measured for a series of inhomo-
geneously illuminated images, against the expectation value, the gain factor can be
obtained by linear regression. It is then possible to calculate the photon numbers with
a known gain factor from the measured intensities in ADUs.
4.7. Stability and Correction
The microscope has to be placed on a vibration isolated table to minimize environmen-
tal vibrational influences. We also replaced the microscope stage by a new computer
controlled stage that contains threads with smaller clearance. This leads to excellent
stability characteristics. Nevertheless, it was necessary to add gold beads (40 nm gold
colloid, BBInternational, Cardiff, UK) or fluorescent beads (FluoSpheres (red) 20 nm
and TetraSpeck microspheres 100 nm, Invitrogen GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) to the
sample to correct for small stage drifts during data acquisition. The stage drift leads to
an undesired broadening of the observed structures, which can be corrected with contin-
uously emitting beads that are added to the sample. The positions of the luminescent
particles are calculated for each frame and the offset compared with the starting position
is used to shift the image and compensate for the sample drift (Fig. 4.3).
4.8. Data Evaluation
Data acquisition and image processing was performed on a personal computer (Intel Core
2 Quad 3.0 GHz, Arlt, Ulm, Germany) running Windows XP. The images acquired by
the CCD camera are continuously streamed to a file on the computer hard disk. The data
are saved as image stacks with ˜100 images per stack. In this way, the first image stacks
can already be accessed by the image analysis software while data are being collected.
Data acquired from the sample are analyzed by a custom written software. The steps
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Figure 4.3. Color coded positions of psRFP labeled RITA molecules. (a) Molecule
positions without drift correction. The microtubule fiber is broadened by the sample
drift. (b) Molecule positions after drift correction. The actual width of the fiber is
correctly displayed. Scale bar 200 nm.
of the following PALM image analysis routine are shown in different colors (Fig. 4.4).
First, emission patterns from single molecules need to be identified. The raw image is
corrected for the camera dark offset and the intensity values are converted from ADUs
into photon counts. The criterion for a first identification of a single molecule is the
emission intensity value. The single molecule detection was accomplished by creating
two subsequent images, one by applying a discoidal averaging filter of a diameter of
three pixels, another one by applying an annular averaging filter of a width of one pixel
and a diameter of five pixels to the original image. The difference of the two, I difference,
is analyzed for values above a threshold, I source,image, specifying a minimum number of
photons, I source,theory, emitted by a single molecule. The relation is given by
Isource,image
Idifference,image
≥ Isource,theory
Idifference,theory
, (4.18)
for which the theoretical intensities are calculated based on the known width of the
point spread function. This procedure efficiently rejects features not associated with
single fluorophores, e.g., multiple fluorophores with overlapping point spread functions or
cellular autofluorescence. Starting with the position of the brightest pixel, the intensities
within a 5 by 5 pixel fitting window are taken from the original image frame. In this
way, 80 % of the intensity is captured and the localization yields good results even with
inhomogeneous cellular background due to autofluorescence, organelle transparency and
labeling densities. The background correction is performed either by subtracting the
median of the current frame or by using a local background, depending on the uniformity
of the background. The local background subtraction employs the average of a one-pixel
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Figure 4.4. Flow chart of the PALM image analysis routine. Identification of single
molecules emission patterns (red), background correction (yellow), combination of
the intensities originating from the same molecule (green), localization step (blue).
Flow chart taken from56.
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wide frame around the fitting window in the original image. The photon counts after
background correction are compared to the shot noise of the peak, i.e., the square root
of the overall background intensity inside the fitting window. If the photon counts of
the signal are significantly higher than the shot noise (typically > 5-fold), the event is
stored. After all events above the threshold have been processed, the positions of the fit
windows within the image are compared to those of the preceding frame. Intensity peaks
appearing at the same position±1 pixel are taken to arise from the same molecule and are
subsequently added up. For all other events of the preceding frame, single fluorophores
are localized by applying either the fluoroBancroft algorithm56 or a least squares fit. If
the distance between the location computed and the center of the window is less than
the standard deviation of the point spread function, the event is registered, otherwise
discarded. The algorithm then continues with the next frame.
4.9. Localization Algorithm
The signal emitted from a point source will be detected as a diffraction broadened
PSF that can be described by an Airy function. The measured PSF is deteriorated by
background, photon and pixelation noise and can be well approximated by a Gaussian
function. It turned out that the direct least-squares Gaussian fit to the intensity dis-
tribution is the most favorable algorithm in terms of precision and accuracy. It is also
most robust at a low signal-to-noise ratio108. Therefore, we used this fitting algorithm
throughout this work unless stated otherwise. Although the direct Gaussian fit seems
to be the superior, it has one drawback, the fitting routine is not very fast. A less time
consuming alternative is the fluoroBancroft algorithm176.
4.9.1. FluoroBancroft
The fluoroBancroft algorithm176 is derived from Bancroft’s algorithm that is known as a
solution to the position estimation problem in the Global Positioning System (GPS)177.
The algorithm uses the fact that the measured intensity at a certain point of the PSF
is related to the distance from the source particle (Fig. 4.5). For a known form of the
PSF the fluorescence intensity measurement can be converted to the distance between
the fluorescent particle and the position at which the measurement was taken. For a
CCD camera the position is given by the center of the pixel in which the intensity is
measured. The determination of the distance to the source leads to a circle of possible
locations. The size of the area imaged on a single pixel was chosen in such a way that
the PSF spreads over a number of pixels. The distance obtained from the evaluation of
the intensity of a second pixel yields a second circle. The position of the source is now
restricted to two points at the intersection of the two circles. With a third distance, the
position is precisely given by the intersection of the three circles. If the measured data
include noise, the position is no longer determined by the intersection of the three circles
but by an intersection area which approximates the exact position. The approximation
can be improved by including more intensity measurements. An analytical solution to
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Figure 4.5. Column (a) Diffraction broadened intensity distribution of a single flu-
orophore detected on the CCD camera. Column (b) The fluorescence intensity mea-
surement can be converted to the distance between the fluorophore, at the center of
the Gaussian intensity distribution (red), and the position at which the measurement
was taken. Column (c) A circle with radius R, calculated from the Gaussian distri-
bution, can be drawn around the detection position. This procedure is repeated for
all measured intensity values, shown for two additional measurements (second, third
row). The position of the fluorophore is determined by the intersection of at least
three circles. The green area represents the uncertainty of the calculated position
due to noise.
the linear system of the range estimates can be obtained through the Moore-Penrose
generalized inverse. The intensity profile of a fluorescent emitter located at (x0,y0) is
modeled as a Gaussian profile
I(x, y) = me
− (x−x0)2
2σ2x
− (y−y0)2
2σ2y + ηB + ηshot. (4.19)
m is a scaling factor that is determined by the photon emission intensity of the fluorescent
emitter and the integration time of the measurement, background and shot noise are
described by ηB and ηshot ,respectively, the width of the two dimensional Gaussian profile
is given by σx and σy that are determined by setting the e
−1 point of the intensity model
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to be equal to the Rayleigh radius:
σx = σy =
0.6λ√
2NA
. (4.20)
where NA is the numerical aperture of the objective and λ the wavelength of the emitted
light. If the width in x-direction is not equal to the width in y-direction, then the y-
coordinate is scaled by defining y˜ = (σy/σx)
I(x, y) = me
− (x−x0)2
2σ2x
− (y˜−y˜0)2
2σ2x + ηB + ηshot (4.21)
= me
− r2
2σ2x + ηB + ηshot, (4.22)
with distance r between the detection position (x, y) and the position of the molecule
r =
√
(x− x0)2 + (y˜ − y˜02). (4.23)
The range to the source particle can be obtained by rearranging (4.22)
r2 = 2σ2x ln(m)− 2σ2x ln(〈I〉 −NB). (4.24)
For a collection of measurements from the positions (xi, yi), which we denote with Ii,
we define
b = 2σ2x ln(m), (4.25)
P 2i = 2σ
2
x ln(Ii −NB), (4.26)
αi =
1
2
(x2i + y˜
2
i ) + P
2
i , (4.27)
Λ =
1
2
(x20 + y˜
2
0). (4.28)
Then (4.24) can be written as
0 = αi + Λ−
(
xi y˜i 1
) x0y˜0
b
 . (4.29)
Stacking together N such measurements and rearranging yields
B
 x0y˜0
b
 = α + Λe, (4.30)
with
α =
 α1...
αn
 , e =
 1...
1
 , B =
 x1 y˜1 1...
xn y˜n 1
 . (4.31)
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The linear system is overdetermined and, therefore, does not have an exact solution, in
general. But an approximation of the solution that minimizes the Euclidean norm of
the residual error,
δ = B
 x0y˜0
b
− (α + Λe), (4.32)
is given by the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of B, x0y˜0
b
 = B†(α + Λe), (4.33)
with B† = (BTB)−1BT and the following proposition,
B†e =

0
...
0
1
 , (4.34)
the position of the fluorescent particle can be solved by defining the matrix Q,
Q =
(
1 0 0
0 σx
σy
0
)
. (4.35)
Equation (4.33) is pre-multiplied by Q, which yields, together with the proposition the
fluoroBancroft solution:
(
x0
y0
)
= QB†α. (4.36)
For practical calculations, the vector α and the matrix B are built. Then the Moore-
Penrose inverse B† is determined and the matrix multiplication (4.36) is performed.
4.10. Localization Statistics
The position of the fluorescent molecule is obtained from a direct Gaussian fit to the
acquired data. The fit also provides information about the number of signal photons
per molecule and the width of the PSF. From the background correction, the number of
background photons and readout noise can be estimated. This information allows the
calculation of the localization error and helps in judging the image quality.
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Figure 4.6. Different representations of the acquired data. (a) Sum of the ac-
quired frames yield the TIRF image. (b) The PALM image is constructed from single
molecule positions convoluted with a Gaussian distribution to account for localiza-
tion accuracy. (c) The calculated single molecule positions are given in a color code
corresponding to the detection time of the individual signals.
4.10.1. Presentation
The data acquired during PALM imaging can be presented and evaluated in different
ways (Fig. 4.6). Simply adding up all frames yield the TIRF image. The corresponding
PALM image can be constructed based on the parameters determined during localiza-
tion. A Gaussian intensity distribution, scaled with the number of detected photons and
the position error σ is plotted for each detected molecule around the obtained center
coordinates. The molecules given in a rendered PALM image can be selected by their
localization precision, number of detected signal photons, detected background photons
per molecule and variance of the detected PSF. These parameters help to sort out un-
desired signals or provide images with a certain localization accuracy. The software also
permits plotting of the positions obtained from the data fit with a color code correspond-
ing to the time of detection. This representation allows the visualization of organelle
and structural changes over time on the nanometer scale.
4.11. Cell Preparation
All PALM experiments were performed on HeLa cells. This cell line was derived from
cervical cancer cells taken from Henrietta Lacks and is one of the oldest and most
commonly used human cancer cell lines. HeLa cells have been used for cancer and AIDS
research, the effects of radiation and toxic substances, gene mapping and many other
experiments. More than 60,000 scientific articles have been published about research
involving HeLa cells.
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4.11.1. Cellular Transfection
HeLa cells (American Type Culture Collection) were grown at 37 ◦C under 5% CO2
in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco; Invitrogen) supplemented with
10% fetal calf serum. For imaging, cells were cultured on fibronectin covered coverslips
(Nunc) at a density of 105 cells cm−2. After 16 h, cells were transfected with 500
ng of expression plasmids using the Nanofectin transfection reagent (PAA Laboratories
GmbH, Co¨lbe, Germany). The medium was replaced after 48 h by colorless DMEM
to minimize fluorescent background for imaging and fluorescent beads were added for
drift correction. Subsequently, cells were imaged for live cell experiments or fixed with 4
vol. % paraformaldehyde followed by 15 min incubation in 50 nM ammonium chloride.
Finally, samples were washed with PBS buffer and covered with fixation medium Pro-
Long Gold antifade reagent p36930 (Invitrogen GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) before the
samples had to harden for 24 h. All cell preparations were done in the group of Franz
Oswald (Department of Internal Medicine I, University Medical Center Ulm)
4.12. PALM Data Acquisition Conditions
PALM images were taken at 25–28◦C and under ambient conditions, unless stated oth-
erwise, on the PALM setup including lasers and filters described earlier.
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5. The Photoswitchable Red
Fluorescent Protein (psRFP)
The fluorescent protein psRFP is an interesting marker for high resolution microscopy
due to the favorable red emission and the possibility to reversibly switch the protein
between a fluorescent on-state and a nonfluorescent off-state (Fig. 5.1). For better
understanding of the photophysical processes we performed spectroscopic studies and
tried to link the photophysical processes to structural changes within the protein matrix.
Illumination with yellow and blue light can trigger a number of different events in psRFP
such as photoisomerization, photobleaching and changes in the chromophore protonation
states. Protein structures of psRFP obtained by X-ray diffraction have shown that the
Figure 5.1. (a) Switching modes in psRFP. Off-switching is accomplished by irra-
diation with blue light (450 nm) and on-switching occurs during illumination with
yellow light (560 nm); alternatively, the protein returns thermally activated to its ini-
tial state ground state equilibrium. (b) Fluorescence signal from a purified psRFP
solution, which was repeatedly switched off and subsequently returned thermally to
the fluorescent state.
chromophore of the protein can adopt either the cis or the trans conformation (Fig.
5.2). In each conformation, the hydroxyphenyl ring of the chromophore can be neutral
(protonated) or anionic (deprotonated), which leads to spectrally different bands in
the absorption spectrum, generally referred to as A and B band, respectively. Thus,
altogether four contributions, cis neutral (CH), cis anionic (C−), trans neutral (TH) and
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Figure 5.2. The chromophore in psRFP can adopt either the cis (red) or the trans
(gray) conformation. In each conformation, the hydroxyphenyl ring of the chro-
mophore can be neutral (protonated, H) or anionic (deprotonated) which leads to
four different absorption spectra.
trans anionic (T−), are expected to contribute to the absorption spectrum at pH 7, but
only two main bands are apparent in the spectrum at ˜450 nm and ˜562 nm (Fig. 5.3).
The 450-nm band (A band) decreases with increasing pH and can, therefore, be assigned
to the neutral chromophores. As the pH dependent studies in the following section will
show, the contributions of the neutral cis (CH) and the neutral trans (TH) chromophore
conformations to the absorption spectrum cannot be determined from a single spectrum
due to an almost perfect overlap of their absorption spectra. The band peaking at 562
nm (B band) represents a mixture of the anionic cis (C−) and the anionic trans (T−)
chromophores. A single excitation band with maximum at 583 nm (λem = 630 nm)
was detected at pH 7. The unexpected shift between the absorption and excitation
band implies already that the anionic species, contributing mostly to the B band at 562
nm, is not the fluorescent species at pH 7. If the 562-nm band is excited at 550 nm,
fluorescence emission with maximum intensity at 603 nm was recorded. The lack of a
450-nm band in the excitation spectrum suggests that the neutral chromophores present
at pH 7 are non-fluorescent. Indeed, no fluorescence from the neutral chromophores was
detected under 450-nm excitation.
5.1. pH dependent Spectral Properties
Fluorescence emission and photoswitching depend on the chromophore conformation and
the protonation state. To obtain insight into the ground state protonation equilibria of
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Figure 5.3. Absorption (black), excitation (dashed, red line) and emission (solid red
line) spectra of psRFP at pH 7. All spectra are scaled to unity for better compari-
son.
the cis and trans chromophores, C− + H+ = CH and T− + H+ = TH, and to identify the
fluorescent species, we have measured the absorption, excitation and emission spectra as
a function of pH. Simple inspection of the absorption spectra (Fig. 5.4a) revealed a two-
step increase of the signal at ˜562 nm at the expense of the 450-nm band. The first step
is complete at ˜pH 6 and the second exchange occurs above pH 7. For a more accurate
analysis of the protonation equilibria, we have decomposed the absorption spectra in
the range pH 4.2 to pH 10, using the absorption spectra of the neutral (˜450 nm) and
the anionic (˜562 nm and 583 nm) chromophore species given in figure 5.4b as basis
spectra. The band shapes of the 450-nm and the 562-nm bands were obtained from
SVD analysis (Fig. 5.5) and the 583 nm band was modeled to match the excitation
spectrum. In figure 5.4c, we plot the normalized concentration of the different species
as a function of pH. The concentrations were calculated for the separated absorption
spectra of the different conformations. Due to the almost identical band shape, the fit
cannot distinguish between the A bands of the cis and trans chromophores. Therefore we
show the combined concentration of both, the cis and the trans form, in figure 5.4c. The
first drop in the population of the species represented by the A band and the concomitant
increase of the absorption band at ˜562 nm can be modeled according to the Henderson-
Hasselbalch relation with pKa = 4.7 ± 0.1. We assigned the change in both bands
to the deprotonation of the nonfluorescent trans chromophore. Switching experiments
presented later did confirm our assignment(Fig. 5.13, 5.25). The nearby Glu145, which
forms a water mediated hydrogen bond with the trans chromophore, can act as a proton
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Figure 5.4. pH dependence of the absorption spectra of psRFP in the pH range
4.2–10. (a) Selected spectra. (b ) Basis spectra of the identical cis and trans neu-
tral forms (˜450 nm, blue), the anionic trans form (˜562 nm, green) and the an-
ionic cis form (˜583 nm, red). The Spectra obtained from experimental data by
SVD analysis (˜450 nm and ˜ 562 nm) and the excitation spectrum (˜ 583 nm)
are plotted as black symbols. (c) Normalized concentrations over the measured pH
range for species represented by the basic spectra. A Henderson-Hasselbalch relation
describes the low pH increase (pKa = 4.7 ) and a two-site protonation model fits
the pH changes in the pH range above pH 7. The experimental data for the neutral
bands (blue dots), the anionic trans absorption (green triangles) and the anionic cis
band (red squares) are shown together with the theoretical fits (same colors).
acceptor (Fig. 5.6). There was no proton acceptor found in close proximity to the cis
chromophore, which supports our assignment of the first deprotonation step to the trans
chromophore and the deprotonation at higher pH to the cis chromophore. The second
exchange between the decaying 450-nm band and the increasing 583-nm band cannot be
modeled by a single protonation reaction, suggesting that the deprotonation of the cis
chromophore is coupled to the deprotonation of a neighboring amino acid. A two-site
protonation model178 (Fig. 5.7) describes the pH dependence of the neutral (CH) and
anionic cis (C−) chromophore population together with the population of the protonated
(XH) and deprotonated (X−) amino acid in the chromophore environment,
fCHXH(pH) = 1/(1 + 10
x1 + 10x3 + 10x1+x2), (5.1)
fC−XH(pH) = 10
x1/(1 + 10x1 + 10x3 + 10x1+x2), (5.2)
fCHX−(pH) = 10
x3/(1 + 10x1 + 10x3 + 10x1+x2), (5.3)
fC−X−(pH) = 10
x1+x2/(1 + 10x1 + 10x3 + 10x1+x2), (5.4)
with xi = pH −pKai. The entire neutral and anionic cis populations are given by,
fCH(pH) = fCHXH(pH) + fCHX−(pH), (5.5)
fC−(pH) = fC−XH(pH) + fC−X−(pH), (5.6)
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Figure 5.5. (a) Absorption spectra of the thermal recovery after illumination with
473-nm light. (b) Basic spectra of the neutral (blue) and anionic (green) chro-
mophore calculated from the SVD analysis. (c) Time course of the thermal recovery
obtained from the SVD analysis.
Figure 5.6. The chromophore environment in psRFP. The Glu145 forms a hydrogen
bond with the trans chromophore via a water molecule and can act as proton accep-
tor for the proton released from the trans chromophore. On the other side, there is
no proton acceptor in close proximity to the cis chromophore.
respectively. It should be also noted that pKa1 + pKa2 = pKa3 + pKa4. A fit of the data
with this model model yielded pKa1 = 7.9 ± 0.1, pKa2 = 8.4 ± 0.1, pKa3 = 7.5 ± 0.1,
pKa4 = 8.8 ± 0.1. The deprotonation of the cis chromophore next to a protonated and
deprotonated amino acid is described by pKa1 and pKa4, respectively, and the deproto-
nation of the amino acid next to an anionic and a neutral chromophore is characterized
by pKa2 and pKa3, respectively. The deprotonation of the nearby amino acid induces a
change in the electrostatic environment of the chromophore, which causes peak shifts of
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Figure 5.7. Two-site protonation model describing the pH dependence of the cis
chromophore (cis) deprotonation with simultaneous deprotonation of a neighboring
amino acid (aa). The deprotonation of the cis chromophore next to a protonated
and deprotonated amino acid is described by pKa1 and pKa4, respectively, and the
deprotonation of the amino acid next to an anionic and a neutral chromophore,
which can be seen as a peak shift in the absorption spectra, is characterized by pKa2
and pKa3. It should be also noted that pKa1 + pKa2 = pKa3 + pKa4.
the A and B bands in the absorption spectrum. The measured peak shifts (Fig. 5.8) of
the anionic chromophore, which could be fitted with pKa = 8.3 ± 0.1, and the neutral
chromophore, with a pKa = 7.5 ± 0.1, coincide with the values obtained from the two-
site protonation model, which confirms the applied model. The excitation and emission
bands (Fig. 5.9) display only a minor shift with increasing pH. However, both show an
simultaneous increase in band area, in parallel with the absorption band of the anionic cis
chromophore with pK ˜8. Concomitantly, we note an increase in the emission intensity
(recorded for 550 nm excitation)(Fig. 5.10), confirming that the anionic species with the
more red-shifted band is the fluorescent form. In analogy to other photoswitchable FPs,
we propose that the fluorescent chromophore adopts the planar anionic cis form. Overall,
˜90% of the molecules are in the cis conformation and ˜10% in the trans conformation,
independent of pH. At pH 7, only ˜6% of all molecules have an anionic cis chromophore
and are thus fluorescent. This fraction increases to ˜50% at pH 9. It is interesting to see
that in the almost identical protein KFP1 the chromophore exclusively adopts the trans
conformation179, 180. We tried to identify the amino acids that selectively stabilize the
cis conformation of the chromophore in psRFP. Surprisingly, no difference between the
two molecules was found in the direct chromophore environment. Hence, we examined
amino acids that could influence the direct protein environment and we found Met13
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Figure 5.8. (a) Peak position of the neutral cis band after subtraction of the ab-
sorption spectrum at pH 6 (black dots). The fit to the data with a Henderson-
Hasselbalch model yields a pKa = 7.5. (b) Peak position of the anionic cis band
after subtraction of the absorption spectrum at pH 6 (black dots). The fit of a
Henderson-Hasselbalch model to the data yields a pKa = 8.3.
Figure 5.9. (a) The excitation spectra of psRFP increase in amplitude and band
area from pH 6.3 (black) to pH 10 (blue). (b) The emission spectra of psRFP from
increase in amplitude and band area from pH 6.3 (black) to pH 10 (blue).
(psRFP) / Thr13(KFP1) and Leu147 (psRFP) / Val147 (KFP1). During the evolu-
tion of psRFP from the chromoprotein asCP562, Met13 was identified as a key residue
responsible for its bright fluorescence. We assume that Met13 pushes Cys62 towards
the chromophore and thereby stabilizes the cis conformation in psRFP. The influence of
Leu147 that was not recognized during the evolution process was studied in more detail,
by mutating the leucine at position 147 to a valine in psRFP. We expected that the
mutant psRFP(L147V) showed a higher trans chromophore population than psRFP. To
verify our assumption, we measured the absorption spectra of psRFP(L147V) from pH
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Figure 5.10. The fluorescence emission increases parallel with the absorption band
area of the anionic cis chromophore.
4.4 to pH 9.8 and fitted the absorption spectra with basis spectra (Fig. 5.11) obtained
in the same way as described before. The 450-nm band that is composed of trans and
cis anionic chromophore absorption decays in two steps (Fig. 5.12a), similar to that of
psRFP. The trans chromophore deprotonates during the first step with a pKa= 4.2±0.1
(psRFP pKa = 4.7) and the neutral cis chromophore is depopulated in a second step with
˜pK 9. The pKa value of the trans chromophore is shifted compared to psRFP, and, in-
deed, the pH series of psRFP(L147V) also revealed that the cis/trans ratio changes from
90 %/10 % in psRFP to 50 %/50 % in psRFP(L147V) (Fig. 5.12c) for the same ratio of
cis and trans extinction coefficients within the measurement accuracy. We compared the
crystal structures of psRFP and KFP1 to identify the interaction that stabilizes the trans
chromophore in psRFP(L147V). The longer sidechain of leucine in psRFP compared to
valine in KFP1 and psRFP(L147V) pushes Glu195, which forms a hydrogen bond with
His193 in KFP1, towards His197. As a result, His197 hydrogen bonds to Glu195 in
psRFP instead of forming a hydrogen bond with Glu145, as seen in the KFP1 structure.
Thereby His197 slightly shifts its position. In KFP1, the interaction with His197 pushes
the hydroxyphenyl ring of the chromophore out of the plane of the imidazolinone ring
and stabilizes the trans conformation. On the other hand, in psRFP, the imidazole ring
of the histidine is shifted and stabilizes the cis conformation.
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Figure 5.11. pH dependence of the absorption spectra of psRFP(L147V) in the
pH range 4.4–9.8. (a) Selected spectra are shown for easier inspection. (b) Basic
absorption spectra of the identical cis and trans neutral forms (˜450 nm, blue), the
anionic trans form (˜562 nm, green) and the anionic cis form (˜583 nm, red). (c)
Change in band areas with pH of the three basic spectra. The experimental data
for the neutral bands (blue dots), the anionic trans absorption (green squares) and
the anionic cis band (red triangles) are given together with the theoretical fits (same
colors).
Figure 5.12. Comparison of the deprotonation of psRFP and psRFP(L147V). (a)
Change in band area over pH of the neutral trans and cis bands of psRFP (red) and
psRFP(L147V) (blue). (b) Simultaneously with the decrease of the neutral trans
absorption bands, an increase of the anionic trans absorption bands of psRFP (red)
and psRFP(L147V) (blue) was observed.
5.2. Extinction coefficients and Quantum Yield
It is challenging to estimate the molar extinction coefficients of a protein ensemble with
diverse chromophore conformations and protonation states. We determined the overall
amount of matured psRFP chromophore by alkaline denaturation181 and compared the
450-nm absorption to the absorption of the denatured chromoprotein asCP562. Since
asCP562 includes only mature proteins with a functional chromophore, the chromophore
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concentration for the psRFP sample could be deduced. Due to imperfect chromophore
formation and impurities in the sample, the protein concentration could be determined
with an error of 20 %. With the known concentration of matured chromophores in the
psRFP sample, we were able to calculate the extinction coefficients and quantum yield
for the different chromophore conformations. By switching the complete chromophore
population to the anionic trans form at pH 6.4 under 450-nm illumination, the extinc-
tion coefficient of the anionic trans form with an absorption maximum at 562 nm could
be calculated as 562 = 47,000 ± 12,000 M−1cm−1. Overall the extinction coefficient
could be determined with an error of about 25 % From the ratio calculated for the loss
in the neutral 450-nm band and the increase in the 562-nm band during deprotonation
of the trans chromophore (pKa = 4.7), the extinction coefficient of the neutral trans
chromophore could estimated as 450 = 19,000 ± 5,000 M−1cm−1. The extinction coef-
ficient of the neutral cis form was determined to 450 = 13,000 ± 3,000 M−1cm−1 from
the change in population during thermally activated recovery after off switching with
473-nm light. For this experiment, the pH value was adjusted to pH 6.4. At this pH,
only anionic trans and neutral cis chromophores are present in the sample and, with the
known extinction coefficient of the anionic trans chromophore, the extinction coefficient
of the neutral cis band at 450 nm can be estimated. Finally, the extinction coefficient of
the anionic cis conformation, the fluorescent form, was deduced from the pH transition
of the cis chromophore (pKa˜8) to 583 = 27,000 ± 6,000 M−1cm−1. With the known
extinction coefficient, the quantum yield of the fluorescent form could be determined to
0.61 ± 0.2 by comparison to cresyl violet168. The error resulted mainly from determi-
nation of the absorbance of the anionic cis conformation. This value cannot be directly
measured, but it is obtained from a fit of the basis absorption spectra of the different
chromophore conformations to the measured absorption spectrum. A variation of the
fit parameters such as peak positions and width allowed the estimation of a maximum
error.
Chromophore Extinction Fluorescence
conformation coefficient Quantum
(M−1cm−1) Yield
neutral trans 19,000 -
neutral cis 13,000 -
anionic trans 47,000 -
anionic cis 27,000 0.61
Table 5.1. Extinction coefficients and quantum yield for the different chromophore
conformations of psRFP. The extinction coefficients were determined with an error of
about 25 % and the quantum yield with an error of about 30 %.
5.3. Photoswitching
psRFP can be switched either from a fluorescent state to a non-fluorescent state (off-
switching) or from a non-fluorescent to a fluorescent state (on-switching), depending on
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the irradiation wavelength.
5.3.1. Off-switching
Illumination with light around 450 nm leads to a reduction of fluorescence emission. This
effect can only be observed for a sufficiently high population of the fluorescent anionic
cis chromophore (>pH6). However, light-induced changes in the relative fractions of the
various chromophore species can be seen in the absorption spectra at any pH. After 3
Figure 5.13. Absorption spectra at pH 4.8 (a), pH 7 (b) and pH 9.5 (c) before
illumination (black line) are shown together with the absorption spectra after 3 min
473-nm irradiation (cyan) for off-switching and absorption spectra after 20 min 561-
nm illumination (green) for on-switching.
min of 473-nm irradiation (0.5 W cm−2), the absorption band of the neutral cis chro-
mophore (450-nm band) disappeared completely at pH 7 and, concomitantly, the anionic
trans absorption (562 nm band) increased (Fig. 5.13b). Excitation of the neutral cis
chromophore (CH) caused photoisomerization and deprotonation of the chromophore,
which yields the anionic trans form (T−). At pH 4.8, both the neutral cis (CH) and
trans (TH) conformations are populated (450 nm band) and can be excited. The neutral
cis chromophores (C−) undergo the same isomerization/deprotonation process as for pH
7 to yield the anionic trans form (T−). As a result of the pH-dependent ground state
equilibrium of TH and T−, one would still expect to observe a fraction of neutral trans
chromophores after illumination. However, the absorption band at 450 nm has com-
pletely disappeared (Fig. 5.13a). Therefore, we suggest that excitation of the neutral
trans chromophore with 473-nm light causes deprotonation of the
hydroxyphenyl oxygen, most likely in the excited state, which is coupled to a still un-
known process rendering the reprotonation in the ground state very slow. At pH 9.5, the
T− band gains at the expense of the absorption bands of both CH and C− under 473-nm
excitation. The loss of CH leads to a readjustment of the ground state equilibrium and
hence to a concomitant depletion of C−. Compared to the spectra at pH 4.8 and 7 after
illumination, the cis chromophores did not completely disappear, which is due to the
compensation of the light induced off-switching by increased thermal recovery from the
trans to the cis ground state at pH 9.5. The changes induced by illumination with blue
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Figure 5.14. Isomerization and protonation pathways in psRFP. Illumination with
473-nm light leads to a net cis-trans isomerization of the neutral chromophore and
deprotonation of the neutral trans chromophore. Illumination with 561-nm illumina-
tion causes trans-cis isomerization. The chromophore can also recovery to the initial
state during a thermally activated process. The populations of the different states is
furthermore determined by the pH equilibria of the cis and trans chromophores.
light (473 nm) are indicated in blue in figure 5.14). Switching is reversible as can be seen
from a series of absorption spectra taken before 473-nm irradiation, after illumination
and after 30 min recovery in the dark (Fig. 5.15). For many applications of photo-
switchable FPs, in particular high resolution microscopy, the intensity contrast between
the fluorescent state and the non-fluorescent state is an important parameter. We illu-
minated an FP solution with 473-nm light to switch as many FPs to the non-fluorescent
off-state as possible and measured the residual fluorescence (Fig. 5.16a) which is, for
psRFP, determined by the equilibrium of the light driven off-switching and the thermally
activated recovery rates (Fig. 5.14). A 20-fold decrease in intensity and resulting a 5 %
residual fluorescence could be observed after 473-nm irradiation with power densities <
1 W cm−2, which is well below the power densities used in PALM microscopy. The light
induced reduction of the fluorescent anionic cis population leaves overall only 0.3 % of
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Figure 5.15. Reversible switching of psRFP. Absorption spectrum before 473-nm
illumination (solid black), after illumination (solid green) and after thermal recovery
(dotted green).
all molecules in the fluorescent state and provides ideal conditions for the recently in-
troduced high resolution microscopy techniques (see PALM section), with only a sparse
number of fluorescent labels in the emitting state and a large reservoir of dark molecules.
The off-switching rate constant is power dependent and cis-trans photoisomerization in-
creases with increasing 473-nm illumination power density (Fig. 5.16b). However, above
Figure 5.16. Power dependent off-switching properties. (a) Residual fluorescence
after 473-nm irradiation (black dots) together with an exponential fit (red line). (b)
Power dependent off-swiching rates under 473-nm illumination.
100 mW cm−2, saturation of the transition can be observed. To further understand the
influence of illumination intensity and pH on the switching process we examined the
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off-switching kinetics. The fluorescence time traces display a biphasic decay that can be
explained by taking all isomerization and protonation reactions into account (Fig. 5.17).
The switching kinetics at pH 7 depend on several processes, the protonation equilibrium
Figure 5.17. Light driven switching scheme at pH 7. Illumination with 473-nm light
causes cis-trans isomerization of the neutral cis chromophores leading to a readjust-
ment of the pH equilibrium between the neutral and the anionic cis chromophores
and a depopulation of anionic cis chromophores. The neutral trans chromophore is
not populated at pH 7 and, therefore, only the anionic trans chromophore can be ex-
cited with 561-nm irradiation and switched to the cis conformation. Excitation with
the same wavelength leads to bleaching of the anionic cis form.
of the neutral and the anionic cis chromophore described by the rate constants k1, k2, the
photo-induced cis-trans isomerization of the excited neutral cis chromophore (koff ) and
the thermally activated trans-cis back isomerization as well as the weak photoinduced
trans-cis isomerization due to weak excitation of the anionic trans chromophore at 473
nm. We combined the last two processes to a single rate constant for back-isomerization,
kon, because their contributions are very small. The populations of the anionic cis chro-
mophore (C−), the neutral cis chromophore (CH) and the anionic trans chromophore
(T−) are then described by the following set of differential equations
d[C−]
dt
= −k1[C−] + kon[T−], (5.7)
d[CH]
dt
= −k2[CH]− koff [CH] + k1[C−], (5.8)
d[T−]
dt
= −kon[T−] + koff [CH]. (5.9)
The neutral trans chromophore is not populated at pH 7. Fits of the fluorescence decays
at pH 7 with this model describe perfectly the measured data for different off-switching
intensities (Fig. 5.18a). The off-switching rate constant for cis-trans isomerization in-
creases from 0.04 s−1 (20 mW cm−2) to 0.18 s−1 (500 mW cm−2) (Fig. 5.16b) with
increasing illumination intensity. The evolution of the chromophore populations under
473-nm illumination are given in figure 5.18b for 20 mW cm−2 excitation. The fluores-
cent anionic and the neutral cis states decrease over time in favor of the anionic trans
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Figure 5.18. Power dependent off-switching kinetics. (a) Fluorescence time traces
with 20 mW cm−2 to 500 mW cm−2. 473-nm illumination intensities (open circles).
The decrease of the anionic cis chromophore (C−) can be described by equation
5.7(red lines). The off-switching rate coefficients increase with increasing intensity.
(b) Calculated time course under 20 mW cm−2 473-nm illumination for the fraction
of the neutral cis conformation (blue), the anionic trans conformation (green) and
the anionic cis conformation (red) together with the measured fluorescence values
(open circles).
state. An equilibrium state under 473-nm illumination is reached after a few minutes,
the cis conformation is almost completely depopulated and the anionic trans state is
the dominant chromophore conformation. The population distribution under 473-nm
irradiation is confirmed by the absorption spectrum measured after 473 nm illumination
(Fig. 5.13b), which displays a dominant trans peak and almost no absorption in the cis
bands. Interestingly, the light driven off-switching rate coefficient koff decreases with
pH from 0.048 s−1 at pH 7 to 0.033 s−1 at pH 9.5. The pH dependence tracks that of
the fraction of neutral cis chromophores. The reaction rate coefficient is thus governed
by the supply of reactant, i.e. the neutral cis chromophore CH. This supply, in return,
is determined by the ground-state equilibrium, CH = C− + H+, which is shifts with
increasing pH towards the anionic form.
5.3.2. On-switching
After illumination with 473-nm light, which induced off-switching, the protein can either
revert thermally activated to equilibrium in the dark before irradiation or the process can
be accelerated by 561-nm light, which can be monitored as an increase in fluorescence.
Light-driven On-switching
Excitation of the anionic trans chromophore with 561-nm light speeds up the recovery
process. The light-driven on-switching kinetics display single exponential behavior with
on-switching rate coefficients increasing from 0.006 s−1 at pH 6.5 to 0.06 s−1 at pH 10
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Figure 5.19. pH dependence of the off-switching rate coefficient (black dots) mea-
sured under 473-nm illumination (50 mW cm−2 ). The fit curve that describes the
pH-dependent population of the neutral cis chromophore (Fig. 5.4c) is scaled to the
data for comparison (red line).
(Fig. 5.20a). At first view, one might assume that the pH dependence of the on-
switching follows that of the anionic cis chromophore fraction. A detailed analysis
showed, however, that the rate coefficients follow a trend line for a deprotonation with
pKa = 9.2 (Fig. 5.20b). No deprotonation step with pKa = 9.2 was found in the analysis
of the different chromophore populations, but the inspection of the peak positions of the
combined cis and trans anionic absorption bands displayed a blue shift with pKa =
9.2. The peak shift is first dominated by the anionic cis population that generates
a red shift due to the increasing red shifted absorption spectrum of the anionic cis
chromophore. At higher pH, a blue shift can be observed that cannot result from a
change in chromophore population. Rather, deprotonation of an amino acid in the
vicinity of the trans chromophore may explain both the blue shift in the absorption
spectrum and the increased switching rate for trans-cis isomerization. A comparison of
the crystal structures of KFP1 at pH 5.7179 (PDB ID 1XQM) and at pH 9.5180 (PDB ID
1XMZ) displayed only one major difference. His197 is found in a second conformation
at pH 9.5 which we assume is due to deprotonation and the concomitant break of the
hydrogen bond to Glu145. Since the imidazol ring of the histidine pi-stacks to the
chromophore hydroxyphenyl ring, deprotonation and a change of position of His197
could induce the observed peak shift and facilitate trans-cis isomerization.
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Figure 5.20. Light-driven on-switching kinetics. (a) pH-dependent fluorescence time
traces under 561-nm excitation, after exposure to 473-nm illumination (grey) and
fits (black). (b) The light-driven recovery rates (black dots) increase with increasing
pH. The fit curve that describes the deprotonation of an amino acid, close to the
chromophore, according to Henderson-Hasselbalch with pKa = 9.2 is scaled to the
data for comparison (red line).
Thermally Activated Recovery
The anionic trans population obtained after 473-nm illumination reverts to the initial cis-
trans equilibrium by a thermally activated recovery process. The fluorescence increase
follows mono-exponential recovery kinetics (Fig. 5.23a). Special care was taken during
these experiments to minimize the influence of the probe light on the recovery kinetics.
The pH dependent recovery kinetics, which are affected by the population of the different
chromophore conformations offer valuable clues to the switching mechanism. We could
observe an increasing relaxation rate (Fig. 5.23) that is directly related to a decrease of
the energy barrier between the trans and cis ground states. A comparison of the pH-
dependent changes of the rate coefficients with the band shift of the combined absorption
spectrum (Fig. 5.21) show, that both changes are caused by the deprotonation of an
amino acid with pKa = 9.2. Such a change was also observed for light-driven on-switching
and attributed to deprotonation of His197 that could explain the lower energy barrier for
isomerization at high pH. After photosactivation with 473-nm illumination the complete
chromophore population is switched to the anionic trans state at pH 7. For this reason,
the rate coefficient k for trans-cis isomerization is observed for the recovery process
and the rate coefficient for cis-trans isomerization can be neglected. The height of the
energy barrier separating the anionic trans and cis ground states can be obtained from
temperature dependent measurements of the fluorescence recovery through a fit of the
rate coefficients k (Fig. 5.24). After photosactivation with 473-nm illumination the
complete chromophore population is switched to the anionic trans state at pH 7. For
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Figure 5.21. The peak position of the combined anionic trans and cis absorption
bands (black dots) shifts first from pH 6 to longer wavelength, which can be ex-
plained by the deprotonation of the cis chromophore. The increasing the anionic
cis chromophore with maximum absorption at 583 nm causes an the red shift of
the combined absorption. This shift is described by the two-site protonation model
equation 5.5, (Fig. 5.4c). But for higher pH values, the peak position shifts to lower
wavelength again. This shift of the peak can only be explained by a change in the
electrostatic environment of the trans chromophore, which is cause by the deproto-
nation of a nearby amino acid according to the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation with
a pKa = 9.2. The red line is fit of the sum of both contributions to the measured
peak shift.
this reason, the rate coefficient k for trans-cis isomerization is observed for the recovery
process and the rate coefficient for cis-trans isomerization can be neglected. The rate
coefficients are given in an Arrhenius plot and the energy barrier for thermal relaxation
was determined by a fit of equation 5.10 to the data.
k = Ae
−Ea
RT . (5.10)
The rate coefficient k depends on the pre-exponential factor A, the activation energy Ea,
the gas constant R and the temperature T . Arrhenius analysis showed that, for trans-cis
isomerization, the chromophore has to overcome an energy barrier of Ea= 89 kJ mol
−1 at
pH 7 and the fit yielded a pre-exponential factor of A = 2.2 · 1013 L mol−1 s−1. The value
for the barrier is slightly higher than the value determined for cis-trans isomerization
in KFP1 (71 kJ mol−1)180 or the 55 kJ mol−1 reported for cis-trans isomerization of a
green model chromophore in solution182.
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Figure 5.22. Structure of KFP1. The trans chromophore and His197 in the low pH
(pH 5.7, blue) and the high pH (pH 9.5, green) structures are shown. His197 was
found in a single conformation at pH 5.7 and in an additional second conformation
at pH 9.5. The second conformation that does not pi-stack to the chromophore is
only possible if the hydrogen bond network that stabilizes His197 below the chro-
mophore is ruptured.
5.4. Kindling and Photobleaching
Illumination of the initial ground state with 561-nm light caused a fluorescence increase
as observed earlier for KFP162, termed kindling. Excitation of the anionic trans chro-
mophore causes trans-cis isomerization and the absorption band of the anionic trans
chromophore decreased in favor of the the neutral and anionic cis chromophore absorp-
tion bands (Fig. 5.25). After 30 min irradiation with intense 561-nm light (40 mW
cm−2), the absorption spectra showed thermally activated back-isomerization towards
the trans-cis equilibrium. However, the initial state before irradiation was not reached
due to photobleaching and irreversible kindling (Fig. 5.26). The spectra, after recovery
in the dark, exhibit a higher cis population that could not be switched back to the initial
state. Irreversible kindling after 561-nm illumination, which results in a non-switchable
fluorescent form, was earlier reported for KFP162, PA-GFP40 and PAmCherry144. The
decarboxylation of Glu215 was identified as the process causing irreversible kindling in
these proteins. It seems that the hydrogen bond between the imidazolinone nitrogen of
the chromophore and the carboxyl side chain of Glu215 is obviously necessary to sta-
bilize the trans conformation. Decarboxylation of Glu215 leads to the rupture of this
hydrogen bond. The chromophore can no longer be stabilized in the trans conformation
but is instead irreversible switched to the cis conformation.
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Figure 5.23. Thermally driven on-switching kinetics. (a) pH-dependent fluorescence
time traces after exposure to 473-nm illumination (grey) and fits (black). (b) The
thermal recovery rates (black dots) increase with increasing pH. The fit curve, that
describes the pH-dependent deprotonation of an amino acid with pKa = 9.2 accord-
ing to the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, is scaled to the data for comparison (red
line).
The fluorescence activation kinetics, starting from the ground state, show two com-
peting processes, photoactivation from the anionic trans to the anionic cis state and
photobleaching of the molecules in the anionic cis state, i.e., irreversible destruction of
the light emitting chromophore (Fig. 5.27). The observed fluorescence time traces de-
pend on the excitation intensity and on the population of the anionic cis (C−) and trans
(T−) states,
d[C−]
dt
= −kbleach[C−] + kon[T−]. (5.11)
At short times, the activation process dominates the fluorescence time traces at pH 7.
Due to a higher population of the anionic trans (30%) conformation as compared to the
anionic cis conformation (6%), the number of activated molecules exceeds the bleached
molecules. The number of molecules in the dark states decreases with increasing time
and more molecules are bleached than activated. Therefore, the bleaching process be-
comes more prominent. Higher excitation intensities increase both the bleaching and
the activation rate coefficients and thereby shift the protein population faster from the
anionic trans to the anionic cis and finally to the bleached state. Bleaching is gov-
erned by the excitation intensity and relies on the population of the anionic cis state,
which is only weakly populated at pH 7 (6 %). With increasing pH, the population
of the fluorescent anionic cis chromophore increases and, thus, bleaching becomes more
dominant (Fig. 5.28). Furthermore, the ground state pH equilibrium between neutral
cis (CH) and the anionic cis (C−) chromophore determines the amount of anionic cis
chromophore (Fig. 5.17). In contrast to most other fluorescence proteins, which show
mono-exponential bleaching kinetics, the interplay of the different processes in psRFP
leads to a slow bleaching rate. For properly chosen excitation intensity, live cell samples
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Figure 5.24. Arrhenius analysis for thermally driven relaxation from the anionic
trans ground state to the cis ground state conformation. The experimental data
(black dots) are well described by the Arrhenius model, eq. 5.10 (red line).
Figure 5.25. Absorption spectra at pH 4.8 (a), pH 7 (b) and pH 9.5 (c) before
illumination (black line), after 3 min 473-nm irradiation (cyan) for off-switching and
after 20 min 561-nm illumination (green) for on-switching.
can be observed with almost constant brightness over long time periods. At increased
excitation intensities, psRFP is excellently suited for high resolution microscopy with a
constant low number of molecules in the fluorescent state over a long period of time (30
min).
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Figure 5.26. Absorption spectra before 561-nm irradiation (black line) at pH 4.8
(a), pH 7 (b) and pH 9.5 (c) are plotted together with the absorption spectra af-
ter 30 min illumination with intense 561-nm light (40 mW cm−2) (light green) and
absorption spectra after thermal recovery in the dark for 12 h (dark green).
5.5. Single Molecule Experiments
For single molecule experiments, purified proteins were sparsely immobilized on a bovine
serum albumin (BSA) surface to characterize their single molecule emission properties.
The molecules were localized with the PALM software and the total number of emitted
photons per molecule was determined together with the localization error(Fig. 5.29).
psRFP is a bright fluorescent FP with 1300 (mean) and 661 (median) detected photons
per molecule. The high photon number and the low background fluorescence on the
BSA surface led to an excellent localization error of 11 nm. We also immobilized a
thin film of psRFP molecules on the BSA and examined the switching properties under
intensities typically used for light microscopy (4 kW/cm−2). The protein layer was
excited with 532-nm light (4 kW/cm−2) and, for off-switching, the sample was exposed to
additional 488-nm illumination (4 kW/cm−2). Under these condition, typically used for
single molecule confocal microscopy, the off-switching was only limited by the mechanical
shutter reaction time of 20 ms. The on-switching (4 kW/cm−2) took about 3 seconds
(Fig. 5.30). More than ten on/off switching cycles were measured without considerable
bleaching of the thin protein layer.
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Figure 5.27. Bleaching curve of psRFP under 561-nm illumination at 2 W cm−2
(red), 30 W cm−2 (blue). Two main processes are visible in the fluorescence kinet-
ics, photoactivation from the dark (anionic trans) state to the fluorescent (anionic
cis) state and photobleaching of the fluorescent molecules. At higher illumination
intensity, the bleaching process becomes more dominant.
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Figure 5.28. Normalized pH dependent (pH 6.5 to pH 10 in 0.5 pH steps) fluores-
cence kinetics under 561-nm (100 mW cm−2) illumination (grey) and fits (black).
Photoactivation is higher at low pH and decreases with increasing population of the
anionic cis conformation.
Figure 5.29. Localization properties of psRFP molecules immobilized on a BSA
surface. (a) The detected number of photons per molecule (mean: 1300, median:
661). (b) The localization accuracy (mean: 11 nm, median: 11 nm)
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Figure 5.30. Switching of a psRFP layer immobilized on a BSA surface. The pro-
teins were excited with 532-nm light and additionally exposed to 488-nm irradiation
for off-switching.
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We have studied the interaction of the chromophore with the protein environment. The
protein environment affects important properties such as emission and photoswitching
of fluorescent proteins. This knowledge is essential for new imaging applications and
further improvement of the optical properties of FPs in general. In psRFP, the protein
environment influences the cis and trans chromophore conformations and the protona-
tion states. For all switchable FPs described so far, either the cis or trans conformation is
stabilized by the protein matrix. Our pH dependent studies show contributions of both
conformations (90 % cis and 10 % trans) in psRFP over the whole measurable pH range.
The ratio of the two chromophore conformations can be shifted towards the trans con-
formation (50 % trans, 50% cis) by introducing the Leu147Val mutation. This mutation
leads presumably to a rearrangement of the hydrogen bond network in the chromophore
environment around His197 to a configuration similar to that seen in KFP1180, 179. The
resulting configuration stabilizes the trans conformation (Fig. 6.1). We can change a
FP, which is initially in the fluorescent state and can be switched off (psRFP) towards
a FP, that is initially in the dark state and has to be activated (KFP1). This knowledge
will be helpful to design future FPs with a defined chromophore conformation.
Furthermore, we observed the interaction of the chromophore with a second amino acid
in the environment. The deprotonation of this amino acid with a pKa = 9.2 causes a
blue shift of the trans chromophore absorption spectrum and an increase in the thermal
and light driven trans-to-cis back isomerization in psRFP. To identify the amino acid,
we compared the psRFP structure to the KFP1 structure with the trans chromophore
at high pH (9.5)180 and low pH (5.7)179. The two structures show an obvious difference
for His197. The electron density of His197 displays a single conformation at low pH,
whereas, at high pH, two conformations were found. The second His197 conformation
can only be explained by a deprotonation of His197 and a rupture of the hydrogen bond
network with the surrounding residues. This deprotonation influences the trans chro-
mophore and can also be seen in the presence of the cis chromophore in psRFP. It is
consistent with the two-site deprotonation behavior observed in the pH dependent mea-
surements. However, the deprotonated His197 cannot adopt the same position in psRFP
as in KFP1 because it would block the cis conformation. Nevertheless the deprotonation
of His197 explains all observed effects.
For imaging applications, it is essential to understand the switching mechanisms in
psRFP. The chromophore is switched to a non-fluorescent state with irradiation around
450 nm. With illumination in this wavelength range both the neutral cis and the neutral
trans chromophore are excited and can isomerize to the alternative conformation. We
observed an effective cis-trans isomerization together with light-induced deprotonation
of the trans conformation. This leads to a shift in population from the cis conformation
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to the anionic trans conformation. Our observation is supported by molecular dynamics
simulations that predicted a higher probability for cis-trans isomerization of the neutral
chromophore of asFP595 183. The light-induced proton transfer with long recovery times
for the trans chromophore additionally prevents direct re-isomerization to the cis state.
This mechanism leads to efficient switching from the neutral cis to the anionic trans
conformation. The cis-trans isomerization coupled with the pH equilibrium of the cis
chromophore results in fluorescence off-switching above pH 6, which is facilitated by the
absence of the neutral trans population at physiological pH. Worth mentioning is that
no light-induced deprotonation was observed for the cis chromophore, most probably
due to the absence of a proton acceptor in the chromophore environment.
Efficient on-switching is achieved by exciting the anionic trans chromophore. Light-
induced trans-to-cis isomerization under 561-nm irradiation was observed over the whole
pH range. This observation excludes the neutral trans form as the key conformation
for on-switching because the neutral trans chromophore is not populated above pH 6.
Therefore the model suggested for asFP595183, which assumes on-switching based on
the excitation of the neutral trans chromphore, does not fit for psRFP. The increase
of the rate coefficient for light-induced on-switching with increasing pH is coupled to
the deprotonation of His197 and rupture of the hydrogen bond network below the chro-
mophore. The missing interaction between the hydroxyphenyl ring of the chromophore
and the pi-stacked His197 leads to facilitated trans-cis isomerization. The same effect is
also visible in the thermally driven ground state recovery and confirms the importance
of His197 for the switching mechanism.
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Figure 6.1. Comparison of the chromophore environment in psRFP (red) with both
chromophore conformations and KFP1 (gray) with the chromophore in the trans
conformation. The longer sidechain of Leu147 in psRFP compared to Val147 in
KFP1 pushes Glu195 towards His197 and thereby changes the hydrogen bond net-
work around the chromophore
Photoswitching in psRFP is affected by different factors. The population of the chro-
mophore conformations and protonation states play an important role. Only the neutral
cis chromophore can be excited with 450-nm light at physiological pH because the trans
population is completely shifted to the anionic form. Therefore, light-driven trans-cis
isomerization under 450-nm illumination is excluded above pH 6. psRFP shares a chro-
mophore population distribution with other positive switchers such as KFP1 and Padron,
that exhibits only a neutral cis chromophore around pH 7. Excitation in the neutral band
causes cis-trans isomerization and thereby a depopulation of the fluorescent anionic cis
form. On the other hand, excitation of the anionic forms yields trans-cis isomerization
due to the predominant population of the anionic trans chromophore. The excitation
wavelength of the fluorescent form shifts the chromophore population from the non-
fluorescent trans to the fluorescent cis form. The chromophore population is important
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for the photoswitching of psRFP but it does not solely determine the switching behav-
ior. Additional processes such as light-induced deprotonation influence the switching
behavior. The light-induced deprotonation of the neutral trans chromophore prevents
back isomerization after light-driven cis-trans isomerization in psRFP and makes off-
switching more effective.
The population of the different chromophore states also influences photobleaching. A
large amount of FPs in the dark state, which can be slowly activated, causes slow
bleaching of psRFP. An almost constant number of molecules are detected over a long
period of time. This number is determined by the on-switching rate, the pH-dependent
equilibrium of the cis conformation and the bleaching rate. The resulting slow bleaching
under moderate illumination intensity renders psRFP an excellent marker for continuous
longt-term studies. Similar non-exponential slow bleaching curves have been observed
for EGFP, several orange and red FPs184 and for mRuby(N143C) and might cause by a
non-fluorescent dark chromophore fraction in these proteins.
Furthermore the excellent optical properties of psRFP make this FP an interesting
marker for imaging applications. Red switchable FPs, in general, exhibit a rather high
variation in extinction coefficients ranging from 18,000 to 85,000 M−1cm−1 (Table 6.1).
The value of the fluorescent form of psRFP (27,000 M−1cm−1) is a little bit lower than
the values for KFP1 and the red forms of mEos2 and tdEosFP. The high fluorescence
quantum yield of psRFP is particularly interesting, because the determined quantum
yields for reversibly photoswitchable red FPs so far have been very low, three orders of
magnitude lower than for irreversible and non-switchable FPs. According to our anal-
ysis, psRFP is the first reversibly switchable red FP with a comparable quantum yield
(0.61) to state-of-the-art red FPs such as PAmCherry1, PATagRFP or tdEosFP. The
high quantum yield and extinction coefficient make psRFP a bright, reversibly switch-
able FP capable of competing with other state-of-the-art FPs. In addition, psRFP offers
the functionality of a reversibly switchable FP, that can be switched on and off for many
times. This is essential for applications such as data storage36 or background suppress-
ing microscopy185 and many other new exciting applications. However, it should be
mentioned that the low quantum yield measured for KFP1, rsCherry and rsCherryRev
could be due to incomplete switching, which results in an underestimation of the true
value63. Only after intense irradiation with 514 nm light (˜1kW), which resulted in
irreversible kindling, a comparable quantum yield of 0.5 was observed for asFP595186,
which is closely related to KFP1 and psRFP.
The fast switching behavior of psRFP under high excitation intensities provides the
basis for the potential use of psRFP in high-resolution microcopy applications such as
RESOLFT and SSIM. We show in the next chapter that psRFP is an excellent marker
for PALM, due to its the high molecular brightness and good single molecule localization
properties.
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Fluorescent Excitation / Extinction Fluorescence Brightness Photo-
Protein Emission coefficient Quantum x 1000 activation
(nm) (M−1cm−1) Yield mode
psRFP 583/603 27,000 0.61 16.5 reversible
KFP1 62 580/600 59,000 0.07 4.1 reversible
rsCherry44 572/610 81,000 0.02 1.6 reversible
rsCherryRev44 572/608 85,000 0.005 0.4 reversible
PAmCherry144 564/595 18,000 0.46 8.3 irreversible
mCherry44 587/615 72,000 0.22 15.8 -
tdEosFP(red)68 569/582 33,000 0.6 19.8 irreversible
mEos268 573/584 46,000 0.66 30.4 irreversible
PATagRFP187 562/595 66,000 0.38 25.1 irreversible
TagRFP187 555/584 100,000 0.48 48 -
Table 6.1. Comparison of switchable red FPs
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7. PALM Developments
7.1. Evaluation of Fluorescent Proteins as PALM
Markers
PALM imaging requires fluorescent proteins with excellent photoactivation contrast over
background, great photostability and high single-molecule brightness. In addition, the
fluorescent marker protein should not disturb the function or localization of the protein
of interest and the labeling density has to be high enough to achieve an image resolutions
far beyond the diffraction limit (see Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem).
7.1.1. psRFP
The red emitting psRPF showed an encouraging localization and switching performance
in in vitro experiments. Therefore, we tested psRFP for its performance as fluorescent
marker in human HeLa cells. The fusion constructs of psRFP with paxillin, Lifeact and
Rita displayed bright fluorescence and did not affect cell viability. Reversible switching
of the fluorescence was achieved by irradiating the living cells with blue light (473 nm)
for off-switching and yellow light (561 nm) for on-switching. To ensure that psRFP
did not interfere with the function of the fusion partner due to its tetrameric nature,
we confirmed the proper localization of the paxillin, Rita and Lifeact fusion constructs
(Fig. 7.1, 7.2, 7.3). The image of the paxillin fusion displayed the typical paxillin-rich
adhesion complexes in the cell periphery, the Lifeact and the Rita fusions localized along
the cytoskeletal actin filaments and microtubuli. No unexpected fluorescence signal from
protein clusters or from improperly incorporated proteins was observed. To demonstrate
the utility of psRFP for subdiffraction imaging, a PALM image of the paxillin fusion was
constructed from data acquired with 100 ms dwell time, 561 nm excitation (60 W/cm2)
and 473 nm (0–4 W/cm2) irradiation. A comparison between the TIRF and PALM
image shows the substantially higher resolution of the PALM image (Fig. 7.1). Details
hidden in the TIRF image can be clearly distinguished in the PALM images. What
appears to be a single, 5 µm long focal adhesion in the TIRF image actually consists of
several separated subclusters, which are 100 nm to 500 nm in diameter (Fig. 7.1d,e).
Comparable small paxillin patches were also observed close to ventral actin fibers34.
We confirmed the localization results by transfecting cells with psRFP fused to the
microtubule-binding protein Rita, which permits observing of the microtubule-network
close to the cell surface (Fig. 7.2). Data for the reconstruction of the PALM image
were taken at 100 ms per frame, excitation with 561-nm illumination (100 W/cm2) and
473-nm light (0.6 W/cm2) for off-switching. Because single molecules are detected and
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Figure 7.1. Superresolution PALM and TIRF images of a living HeLa cell expressing
a psRFP-paxillin construct. (a) TIRF image of the whole cell with psRFP located in
the focal adhesions. (b) Close-up of the white marked region in (a). (c) PALM im-
age of the same region in (a). (d) TIRF image of a single adhesion complex marked
by a white frame in (b). (e) PALM image of the same adhesion complex with in-
creased resolution. Scale bars, 5 µm (a), 2 µm(b,c), 1 µm (d,e).
localized during data acquisition of PALM images, information about signal photons,
background and localization precision are available for each molecule. The information
is given in histograms (Fig. 7.4). On average, 623 (mean), 250 (median) signal photons
per psRFP molecule were detected. At the same time, 56 (mean), 35 (median) back-
ground photons per molecule and pixel were recorded. The theoretical 2D position error
was calculated to 28 nm (mean), 28 nm (median). Single fluorophores can be localized
with an average accuracy of 28 nm. To continue that this high localization accuracy also
translates into an image that represents the recorded structures accurately, we estimated
the width of microtubules that can be characterized as long hollow cylinders with a fixed
outer diameter of 25 nm156. Thus, they are excellently suited to verify the resolution
of in vivo imaged cellular structures. The 1D localization error across the microtubule
fiber profile is 18 nm (mean), 17 nm (median), instead of the 2D position error used to
estimate the width of a microtubule fiber. The cross section of a psRFP–Rita labeled
microtubule segment is projected onto a plane and convoluted with a Gaussian function
with σ = 17 nm (Fig. 7.5). The resulting distribution can be compared to the molecule
distribution of three differently labeled filament segments in figure ??. The positions of
all detected molecules were projected along the contour line and are given in histograms
(Fig. 7.8). The full width half maximum (FWHM) was calculated to be 48 nm for the
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Figure 7.2. Combined superresolution PALM and TIRF image of a living HeLa cell
expressing a microtubuli binding psRFP-Rita construct. The width of the microbutuli
filaments marked with 1, 2 and 3 are analyzed in detail. Scale bar 5µm.
theoretical distribution and experimentally determined to 63 nm (1), 52 nm (2) and 50
nm (3) for the microtubuli segments. The experimental values are in very good agree-
ment with the calculated average value.
In previous experiments, the sample was illuminated with low intensities of 473-nm light
for the first few hundred frames to ensure a small number of fluorescent molecules in the
beginning of the data acquisition. After a few hundred frames, the 473-nm illumination
was switched off because the number of molecules in the fluorescent state had decreased
to a level that was excellently suited for PALM imaging. After this observation, we tried
to image cells, transfected with the actin binding peptide Lifeact, simply by exciting the
FPs with 561-nm irradiation (100 W/cm2). No phototoxic irradiation in the blue/violet
(405 nm/473 nm) region was necessary at all for high-resolution imaging (Fig. 7.3).
Frames with a dwell time of 100 ms were taken for 275 s and, during the entire acqui-
sition time, the equilibrium between photobleaching of the fluorescent molecules and
photoactivation of the non-fluorescent molecules kept the number of molecules in the
on-state constant in a range suitable for PALM experiments (Fig. 7.7).
The PALM images of the labeled actin filaments prove that a sufficiently large number
of molecules was localized to image the structures with high resolution (Fig. 7.8 a,b).
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Figure 7.3. Superresolution PALM and TIRF images of a live HeLa cell expressing
a psRFP-Lifeact construct.(a) TIRF image of the whole cell with labeld actin stress
fibers. (b) Close-up of the white marked region in (a). (c) PALM image of the same
region in (a).(d) TIRF image of a close up of three stress fibers.(e) PALM image of
the same stress fibers with increased resolution. Scale bar, 10 µm (a), 5 µm (b,c)
and 2 µm (d,e).
Figure 7.4. Statistics of the PALM analysis of Fig. ??. (a) The distributions of the
detected number of photons per psRFP molecule ,(b) the number of background
photons per molecule and pixel and (c) the 2D position error are given.
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Figure 7.5. Cross section of a microtubule filament cross section. (a) Rita
molecules labeled with psRFP bind to the microtubule filament. A width of 5 nm
was assumed for the psRFP–Rita construct. Finally, the total diameter of the fiber
with the bound labels is about 35 nm. (b) Projection of the psRFP model positions
onto a plane perpendicular to the filament and convolution of each possible molecule
position with the 1D Gaussian error function yield a broadened marker distribution
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 48 nm.
Figure 7.6. Distribution of molecules bound to the three filament segments marked
in Fig.7.2. The positions of all detected molecules were projected along the contour
line and are given in histograms. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
experimentally determined distributions are 63 nm (1), 52 nm (2) and 50 nm (3) for
the microtubuli segments. Scale bars 500 nm.
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Figure 7.7. The number of molecules detected per second in the cell region given in
Fig.7.3d,e is constant for the acquisition time.
The stress fibers close to the cell surface can be seen particularly well due to the TIRF
illumination that penetrates only a few hundred nanometers into the cell. The exponen-
tially decaying illumination even gives a crude of the z-position. Brighter regions of the
fibers are closer to the surface than the dimmer regions of the fibers, that extend further
into the cell. After plotting the molecule position along the contour line in a histogram
(Fig. 7.8c), the FWHM of the distribution was determined to be 49 nm.
Figure 7.8. PALM image of a stress fiber in a live HeLa cell labeled with the
psRFP-Lifeact construct.(a) TIRF image of the stress fiber. (b) PALM image of the
same region. The width of the stress fiber segment labeled with two blue arrows is
given as a projection along the contour line in (c). The FWHM of the distribution is
49 nm. Scale bar, 1 µm.
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7.1.2. mcavRFP
FPs with a high contrast ratio of emitted fluorescence over background are well suited for
high localization accuracy in PALM applications. This condition is fulfilled particularly
well by FPs that change their emission wavelength under illumination. Excellent results
have already been obtained with dimeric d2EosFP56 and pseudo-monomeric tdEosFP34.
However, true monomeric FPs are preferred to minimize the influence of the marker
on the studied protein. With mEos2, a promising monomeric photoconverter was de-
veloped, but it still shows some dimerization tendency at low protein concentrations57.
We have studied mcavRFP, a monomeric photoconvertible FP that could be a potential
alternative. The evaluation of Lifeact and Rita fusions with mcavRFP showed promising
results. Both fusions displayed excellent localization along the cytoskeletal fibers (Fig.
7.9, 7.11) due to the monomeric nature of the protein. PALM images were recorded
with 561-nm excitation (100-125 W/cm2) and weak 405-nm irradiation (0.1 W/cm2) for
constant photoconversion and a dwell time of 100 ms per frame. Actin filaments that
are 500 nm apart are almost undistinguishable in the TIRF recording but the two fila-
ments can easily be resolved in the PALM image (Fig. 7.10). The increased resolution
also becomes apparent for cells transfected with a mcavRPF-Rita fusion construct. The
FWHM of a single labeled microtubule fiber could be determined to be 64 nm, in good
agreement with the localization error of 35 nm (mean), 32 nm (median) calculated from
686 (mean), 349 (median) detected photons per molecule and the background in the
sample of 120 (median), 87 (mean) photons per molecule and pixel.
Figure 7.10. (a) Combined TIRF and PALM (middle) image of two actin fibers
in Fig.7.9.(b)The distribution of mcavRFP molecules along the stress fibers in the
white frame is given as a projection along the contour lines. Scale bar, 500 nm.
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Figure 7.9. Combined superresolution and TIRF(middle) image of a live HeLa cell
expressing a mcavRFP-Lifeact construct. Scale bar, 10 µm.
Figure 7.12. (a) Combined TIRF and PALM (middle) image of microbutules in
Fig.7.11. (b) The distribution of mcavRFP molecules along the cytoskeletal fiber
segment marked with blue arrows is given as a projection along the contour line.
The FWHM of the fiber was estimated as 64 nm. Scale bar, 500 nm.
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Figure 7.11. Combined TIRF and PALM (middle) image of a live HeLa cell express-
ing a mcavRFP-Rita construct. Scale bar, 5 µm.
Figure 7.13. Statistics of the PALM image in Fig. 7.11. (a) The number of emitted
photons per molecule, (b) the number of background photons per molecule and pixel
and (c) the 2D position error are given.
7.1.3. mRubyN143C
The bright red fluorescent FP mRuby has been successfully used in conventional
microscopy70. An improved variant of mRuby with the asparagine at position 143 re-
placed by a cysteine (N143C) displayed slow bleaching kinetics similar to psRFP. This
observation motivated us to investigate the application of mRuby(N143C) in high res-
olution microscopy. Although this FP showed no sign of photoswitching under 450-nm
illumination, it turned out that mRuby(N143C) is well suited for PALM. The absorption
of mRuby(N143C) displays a shoulder that is not visible in the excitation spectrum (Fig.
2.8). It is assumed that this shoulder represents a non-fluorescent chromophore confor-
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Figure 7.14. Combined TIRF and PALM (middle) image of actin stress fibers in a
live HeLa cell expressing the mRuby(N143C)-Lifeact construct Scale bar, 5 µm.
mation that can be successively activated to the fluorescent state, similar to psRFP. The
properly chosen excitation/activation intensity, allows the detection of separate signals
from single molecules. However, a detailed understanding of exact mechanism requires
further inspection. Nevertheless, under 561-nm (250 W cm−2) illumination and with 50
ms acquisition time per frame single molecules were registered and actin stress fibers
labeled with a Ruby-Lifeact construct could be imaged with a PALM resolution com-
parable to state of the art FPs after a short time of pre-bleaching (Fig. 7.14, 7.15).
Equally good results were observed for mRuby fused to Rita. The microtubule network
was efficiently labeled, and images could be obtained with high resolution (Fig. 7.16).
The FWHM of a single microtubule fiber was determined as 60 nm. From the single
molecule information, the 2D position error was calculated to be 29 nm (mean) and 27
nm (median) from 610 (mean) and 312 (median) signal photons per molecule and 102
nm (mean) and 72 (median) background photons per molecule and pixel. Presumably
high resolution imaging of mRuby(N143C) in cells is effected by a large fraction of dark
molecules that are slowly activated during the imaging process. The exact underlying
molecular processes require further inspection.
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Figure 7.15. Combined TIRF and PALM (middle) image of actin stress fibers.
Close-up of the region marked with a white frame in Fig.7.14. Scale bar, 2 µm.
Figure 7.18. Combined TIRF and PALM (middle) image of microbutuli in Fig.
7.16.(b) The distribution of mRuby(N143C) molecules along the cytoskeletal fiber
segment in (a) is given as a projection along the contour line. The width of the fiber
was estimated to 60 nm. Scale bar, 500 nm.
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Figure 7.16. Combined TIRF and PALM (middle) image of microtubules in a live
HeLa cell expressing the mRuby(N143C)-Rita construct. Scale bar 5 µm.
Figure 7.17. Statistics of the PALM image in Fig. 7.16. The number of emitted
photons per molecule, the number of background photons per molecule and pixel
and the 2D position error are given.
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Figure 7.19. TIRF image (a) and PALM image (b) of focal adhesions in a fixed
HeLa cell expressing the d2Eos-paxillin construct.
7.1.4. d2EosFP
We also briefly characterized d2EosFP, a dimeric variant of EosFP, which we later used
to analyze the performance of our livePALM imaging software. In a paxillin fusion
(Fig. 7.19), the FPs display high brightness; 492 (mean), 256 (median) signal pho-
tons per molecule and low background 48 photons (mean) and 30 (median) due to the
green-to-red conversion were detected in fixed cells (Fig. 7.20), resulting in an excellent
localization with a 2D position error of only 21 nm (mean) and 19 nm (median) under
561-nm illumination (340 W cm−2) and 100 ms dwell time per frame. Green-to-red
photoconversion was accomplished with 405-nm irradiation (0.05 - 500 mW cm2).
Figure 7.20. Statistics of the PALM image in Fig. 7.19. The number of emitted
photons per molecule, the number of background photons per molecule and pixel
and the 2D position error are given.
7.1.5. IrisFP PALM
mIrisFP adds a new dimension to PALM microscopy with its multiple photoswitching
modes that offer new experimental schemes and more flexibility. In cells with a high
autofluorescent background in the green spectral range, mIrisFP can simply be switched
to its red form and imaged with lower background and scattering light. Furthermore,
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Figure 7.21. Overlay of a differential interference contrast (DIC) image with (a) a
PALM image obtained with the green form of mIrisFP and (b) after photoconversion
with the red form of mIrisFP. PALM images were recorded by on- and off-switching
of mIrisFP in its the green and red forms, respectively.
the green-red photoconverter mIrisFP can be combined with either green or red pho-
toswitchable FPs for two-color high-resolution experiments. We tested mIrisFP for the
first time as a cellular marker and verified the correct localization of α-actinin labeled
with mIrisFP before and after photoconversin by overlaying a PALM image with a dif-
ferential interference contrast (DIC) image of the same cell (Fig. 7.21). The α-actinin
molecules are located in the focal adhesions and the peripheral belt of the cell, as ex-
pected. We also showed that mIrisFP can be successfully photoconverted in living cells
without disruption of cellular processes by illuminating the left part of the cell with
405-nm light, thereby inducing the green to red photoconversion. During data acquisi-
tion for the PALM image, red molecules had already migrated into the right half of the
cell and were integrated into existing focal adhesions, proving that the cellular machin-
ery was still intact. The DIC image demonstrated that the illumination did not cause
the cell to retract (Fig. 7.21b). Next, the ability to produce high resolution images
with both, the green and the red form of mIrisFP was demonstrated by imaging actin
stress fibers in living HeLa cells (Fig. 7.22). The actin filaments were labeled with a
mIrisFP-Lifeact fusion construct. A PALM image of the green form of mIrisFP was first
taken with 473-nm excitation (20 W cm−2). Subsequently, the complete sample was
irradiated with 405-nm light (50 W cm−2) for 30 s to achieve a complete green-to-red
conversion of the mIrisFP molecules. Finally, the red form was imaged with 561-nm
excitation (200 W cm−2) and 473-nm light (30 mW cm−2) for on-switching. A detailed
inspection of the images revealed excellent resolution for PALM images in both spectral
ranges (Fig. 7.23). Histograms of the distribution of green and red molecules around the
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Figure 7.22. HeLa cells were transiently transfected with a Lifeact-mIrisFP con-
struct. The red form of mIrisFP was generated by 405-nm laser irradiation. (a)
TIRFM and (inset) PALM overlay images imaged with the green form of mIrisFP.
(b) PALM image of the same cell, imaged with the red form of mIrisFP after pho-
toconversion. Expanded views of the regions marked by the white frames in panel
(b) are shown as ((c) and (e)) TIRF microscopy images and ((d) and (f)) PALM
images. Scale bar, 10 µm (a,b), 1 µm (c-f).
contour line of the stress fiber demonstrate a slightly narrower distribution for the green
molecules (69 nm) than for the photoconverted red molecules (82 nm) (Fig. 7.23b,c).
2D error histograms for a paxillin-mIrisFP fusion construct show that the green form
of mIrisFP can be localized with an error of 48 nm (mean), 47 nm (median), and the
red form with 41 nm (mean), 40 nm (median) in living cells (Fig. 7.24). The higher
localization precision for the red fluorophores is determined by the higher number of
collected photons, 354 photons (mean), 217 photons (median) compared to 176 photons
(mean), 111 photons (median) from the green fluorophores. The background photons
per molecule and pixel were, however, lower for green emitting molecules, 18 photons
(mean), 13 photons (median), than for the red emitting molecules, 60 photons (mean),
44 photons (median). We performed PALM imaging of HeLa cells expressing a paxillin-
mIrisFP construct to ensure that mIrisFP can be used as a fluorescent marker in living
human cancer cells. The red form of mIrisFP was generated by 405-nm laser irradiation
for 30 s (50 W cm−2) prior to image acquisition with 561-nm (200 W cm−2) and 473-nm
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Figure 7.23. Comparison of the same actin fiber labeled with the green and the
red form of mIrisFP. (a) TIRFM and (d) PALM images of green mIrisFP. (b,c) His-
tograms of the distributions of green and red fluorophores around the contour line of
the stress fiber depicted in (e) and (f), respectively. Panels (e) and (f) show an ex-
panded view of the region marked by the white frame in panel (d). Scale bar, 2 µm
(panels a,d), 500 nm (panels e,f).
Figure 7.24. (a) Two-dimensional localization error histograms of the green form
and (b) the red form of mIrisFP fused to paxillin. Obviously, the precision can be
further increased by selecting only molecules with the desired localization precision.
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(30 mW cm−2) laser light. 12,000 camera frames were collected with a dwell time of 50
ms. Neither expression of the construct nor switching or photoconversion was negatively
influenced at 37◦C. On the contrary, the increased temperature was even beneficial for
high resolution imaging because thermal recovery was found to fully replace the light
activation process with 473-nm illumination (Fig. 7.25).
Figure 7.25. HeLa cells were transfected with a paxillin-mIrisFP construct. The
red form of mIrisFP was generated by 405-nm laser irradiation. (a) TIRFM image.
Expanded view of the region marked by the white frame in panel (a) is shown as (b)
TIRFM and (c) PALM image. Scale bar, 5 µm (panel a), 1 µm (panels b and c).
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7.2. Imaging Protein Movements with Superresolution
Due to its unique properties, mIrisFP offers the outstanding possibility of imaging pro-
tein localization, trafficking and redistribution with high resolution. This can provide
valuable information about protein activation, function and biochemical signaling. In
so-called pulse-chase experiments, a subpopulation of photoconvertible/photoswitchable
FPs are converted or switched and this subpopulation is monitored over time. This
techniques offers an elegant way for the visualizing protein movement in a cellular envi-
ronment. The photoconversion/photoswiching is also exploited to obtain high resolution
images. With known photoconvertible/photoswitchable markers, one had the choice to
either gain information about cellular dynamics or obtain a superresolution image. In
many cases, it is desirable to have both high-resolution structural information combined
with knowledge about dynamic changes within living cells. Only the multiple light-
induced transitions found in IrisFP permit the combination of pulse-chase experiments
with superresolution imaging.
To demonstrate this new method, high resolution dynamic data were acquired. First,
a PALM image of the cell was taken with the green form of mIrisFP under 473-nm
illumination for both excitation and off-switching (Fig. 7.26 a). The light intensity was
adjusted such that only a few molecules, which had thermally reverted to their fluores-
cent state, were detected in each frame. To increase the number of molecules in the
fluorescent state, the activation process can be enhanced by weak 405-nm irradiation.
However, this was found to be unnecessary in most cases. After acquisition of several
thousand frames, a green PALM image was constructed. This green PALM image gives a
high resolution overview of the cellular structures. Up to this point, only green mIrisFP
molecules were present in the sample because the 405-nm illumination intensity, used for
photoactivation, is too weak for noticeable photoconversion. mIris molecules were then
photoconverted from green to red in a selected region of the cell by short, intense 405-
nm irradiation (Fig. 7.26 b). Directly after photoconversion, mIrisFP molecules with
a red emitting chromophore were registered under 561-nm excitation. The fraction of
molecules in the fluorescent state was adjusted with weak 473-nm irradiation. Molecules
that were originally located in the conversion region spread out due to dynamic processes
in the cell and can be imaged with high resolution (Fig. 7.26 c,d). The information in
this experiment is obtained by imaging the distribution of the entire photoconverted
population and not from tracking single molecules over time. Finally, data for another
green PALM image were recorded to give an overview of the green population.
The new capability presented by mIrisFP was demonstrated with an α-actinin-mIris
fusion construct in live HeLa cells. Comparison of the green TIRF and PALM images
illustrates the resolution enhancement (Fig. 7.26 e,f,g,h). In the following step, mIris
molecules in the region marked by the purple frame were green-to-red photoconverted
(Fig. 7.26 g) and, directly after photoconversion, the red molecules were registered for
37.5 s. A red PALM image was reconstructed that showed most of the proteins in the
conversion region. Only a few molecules migrated in the cell during photoconversion and
data acquisition (Fig. 7.26 i). A second red PALM image acquired during a later time
interval (100–300 s) displays the new distribution of photoconverted molecules over the
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Figure 7.26. Super-resolution imaging of protein movements in a live HeLa cell ex-
pressing an α-actinin-mIrisFP fusion protein.(a–d) Schematic of the experiment; (a)
a PALM image is acquired using off-on switching of mIrisFP molecules with green
chromophores. (b) A subpopulation of mIrisFP molecules in a select region of the
cell (marked in violet) are tagged by photoconversion to the red form and (c) mi-
grate to other parts of the cell. (d) Their relocation can be observed with superres-
olution and as a function of time by acquiring PALM images using off-on switching
of mIrisFP molecules with red chromophores. (e) TIRF image of the entire cell and
(f) close-up, and the corresponding (g) PALM image and (h) close-up, taken by
monitoring fluorescence from green mIrisFP molecules. The violet frame in panel (g)
marks the region that was irradiated with 405-nm laser light to induce green-to-red
photoconversion of mIrisFP. (i–l) PALM images taken by detecting red-converted
mIrisFP, (i) entire cell and (j) close-up, covering the interval 0 37.5 s after the end
of photoconversion, and (k) the corresponding image and (l) close-up for the interval
100 300 s. All close-ups are marked by white frames in the full-size images. Scale
bar, 10 µm (e, g, i, k), 1 µm (f, h,j, l).
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Figure 7.27. Super-resolution imaging of protein movements in a live HeLa cell
expressing an α-actinin-mIrisFP(K145I) fusion protein. TIRF images of the green
form (a), the photoconverted red form directly after photoconversion (b), 10 min
(c), 20 min (d), 30 min (e) after photoconversion. (g–j) Close-up TIRF images of
the region marked by a white frame in (a) and the corresponding PALM images (k–
o). Scale bar, 10 µm (a), 5 µm (f,k).
entire cell (Fig. 7.26 j). This redistribution of molecules showed that α-actinin molecules
are recycled during formation and disintegration of actin-based structures in the cell. It
can also be seen that structures which appeared to be static are actually in a dynamic
equilibrium.
First, experiments were carried out with a dimeric variant of IrisFP(K145I) fused to
paxillin. Paxillin plays a key role in cell adhesion and is permanently redistributed in
living cells. A green TIRF (Fig. 7.27 a,f) and PALM (Fig. 7.27 k) image of the cell were
acquired with 473-nm (50 W cm−2) illumination and weak 405-nm activation (50–500
µW cm−2) for 5,000 frames of 30 ms. After photoconversion of the left part of the cell
with strong 405-nm irradiation (20 W cm−2) for 45 s, high resolution images of the cell
with 561-nm excitation (160 W cm−2) and 473-nm activation light (10 mW cm−2) were
collected. Four TIRF (Fig. 7.27 g-j) and PALM (Fig. 7.27 l-o) images from 2,000 frames
of 50 ms each were constructed directly after photoconversion and at time intervals of
10 min, 20 min and 30 min after photoconversion. The integration of photoconverted
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Figure 7.28. Super-resolution imaging of two focal adhesions in a live HeLa cell
expressing an α-actinin-mIrisFP(K145I) fusion protein. TIRF images of the green
form (a), the photoconverted red form direct after photoconversion (b), 10 min (c),
20 min (d), 30 min (e) after photoconversion and the corresponding PALM images
with enhanced resolution (g–j). Scale bar, 2 µm (a,f)
paxillin into existing and newly forming adhesion contacts in the focal adhesion-rich
region marked by the white frame in figure 7.27 can be observed over time with high
resolution (Fig. 7.28).
For a detailed study of focal adhesion dynamics in live HeLa cells, an advanced
monomeric mIrisFP fusion was developed by Susan Gayda. It is noteworthy to mention
that the continuous assembly and disassembly of focal adhesions during cell migration
occurs on the time scale of a few hundred seconds, is sufficiently slow to be observed in a
series of PALM images without critical image blurring. Again, data were collected for a
green PALM image of the whole HeLa cell transfected with paxillin-mIrisFP. The green
TIRF (Fig. 7.29 a) and PALM (Fig. 7.29 b) images display the typical distribution of
paxillin in focal adhesion complexes, but only the PALM images reveal the fine adhe-
sion complex substructures (Fig. 7.29 d,f) that cannot be seen in the conventionally
acquired images (Fig. 7.29 c,e). FP molecules indicated in the blue frame in Fig. 7.29a
were green-to-red converted with intense 405-nm laser illumination for 30 s, followed by
PALM data acquisition of the red molecules for 600 s. The 12,000 collected frames were
binned into 8 images, each covering 75-s intervals. The exchange of paxillin molecules
between the conversion region and other cell areas is illustrated as an image series (Fig.
7.30). In the first image (0-75 s, Fig. 7.30a), most paxillin molecules still remain in
the conversion region, only a few molecules have migrated to the neighboring cell ar-
eas. A further distribution of the red molecules was observed during the following 150
s until an almost even distribution in the cell is reached (Fig. 7.30 b,c). Later, paxillin
molecules concentrated in focal adhesions at the lower right edge of the cell (Fig. 7.30
d). A detailed analysis of the two regions marked by white frames (Fig. 7.30) a showed
a decrease of red molecules in the conversion region and a delayed increase in the region
where the molecules concentrate with increasing time (Fig. 7.31, 7.32).
A magnified image of an adhesion complex in the enriched region showed that finer
time binning into 37.5-s intervals still yielded excellent resolution (Fig. 7.33) and proves
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Figure 7.29. Live HeLa cell expressing a mIrisFP-paxillin fusion construct. Corre-
sponding TIRF image (a) and PALM image (b) acquired with the green form of
mIrisFP. Molecules in the area marked by the purple frame were later green-to-red
photoconverted by 405-nm irradiation. Close up of two regions show the resolution
enhancement of the PALM images (d, f) compared to the TIRF images(c, e). Scale
bar, 10 µm (a), 500 nm (c,e).
Figure 7.30. PALM images of paxillin-mIrisFP dynamics in a live HeLa cell. (a)
Proteins inside the violet frame, also shown in Fig. 7.29, were photoconverted with
405-nm laser light. The PALM images of the red-converted mIrisFP molecules cover
the interval 0–75 s (a), 75–150 s (b), 150–225 s (c), 225–300 s (d). Scale bar, 10
µm (a, b), 2 µm (d, k).
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Figure 7.31. PALM images of paxillin-mIrisFP dynamics in a live HeLa cell. En-
larged views of the regions marked by the white frames in Fig.7.30. Adhesions in
the conversion region decompose over time (a–d) and paxillin molecules migrate to
other areas in the cell where the molecules are integrated into already existing focal
adhesions or are integrated into new adhesions (e–h)
that dynamic processes in the minute time regime can be imaged with PALM. Focal
adhesions are highly dynamic structures with permanent protein exchange. An in-depth
analysis at high resolution revealed that converted molecules appeared in patches rather
than evenly distributed over the adhesion complex. Because PALM imaging is based
on the registration of single molecules, it offers the unique possibility of studying the
temporal and spatial evolution of individual focal adhesions in a more quantitative way,
through analysis of the number of single molecule signals per second in a single adhesion.
This quantity is proportional to the entire population of molecules in the site, thereby
allowing tracking of the disintegration and growth of single adhesion sites precisely. We
studied several focal adhesions (Fig. 7.34) in detail. For a decomposing adhesion com-
plex, a constant rate of 15 green molecules per second was initially recorded. After
photoconversion, a rate of 10 red molecules per second was detected. The discrepancy
between the number of red and green detected molecules is caused by differing exci-
tation intensities. The excitation and activation irradiation for the red molecules was
adjusted to match the timescale for paxillin migration. The intensities for the green
molecules were optimized to capture as many molecules as possible in a short time.
After photoconversion, the red molecules disappeared within ˜300 s. This is consistent
with the images calculated for the first and second 300-s intervals after photoconversion.
The decrease of red paxillin-mIrisFP molecules may have different reasons: either the
number of molecules in the adhesion site is constant and the red molecules are replaced
by green molecules, or the decrease could be due to disassembly of the focal adhesion.
The green image constructed from data collected 600–700 s after photoconversion and
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Figure 7.32. Time evolution of the fraction of red-converted mIrisFP molecules
within the images series shown in Fig. 7.31. The decrease of molecules seen in Fig.
7.31a-d is described by the open squares and the increase in Fig. 7.31e-h is quanti-
fied by the filled circles.
Figure 7.33. (a) PALM image of a region of the cell, shown in Fig. 7.31, into
which paxillin-mIrisFP molecules migrated from the conversion area to assemble
into adhesion complexes. (b) Expanded view of the area marked with a white frame
in panel (a). This PALM image was computed from 12,000 video frames of 50 ms
dwell time each. (c) Series of consecutive PALM images 750 frames each. Even at
the time resolution of 37.5 s shown here, blurring due to structural changes during
data acquisition is sufficiently low. Scale bars, 2 µm (a), 500 nm (b).
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the absence of green single-molecule signals confirms the complete disappearance of the
focal adhesion.
Figure 7.34. (a–e) Dynamics of a disappearing focal adhesion. (a) PALM images
were taken by excitation of green mIrisFP molecules for 90 s. After photoconver-
sion, PALM images were acquired by exciting red mIrisFP, covering the intervals (b)
0–300 s and (c,h) 300–600 s after the photoconversion period had ended. (d) After-
wards, PALM images were again taken by exciting green mIrisFP for 90 s. (e) Single
molecules registered per second within individual adhesion sites marked by the el-
lipses in panels a - d, plotted as a function of time. Each data point represents an
average over 100 image frames. (f–j) Dynamics of an appearing focal adhesion; pan-
els correspond to (a-e). We note that the number of molecules in the green and the
red channels differ slightly because of the different illumination conditions. Scale bar,
1 µm.
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Figure 7.35. To follow the growth of focal adhesions at high resolution, we calcu-
lated PALM images acquired with the red form of mIrisFP from (a) 0 – 100 s, (b)
0 – 125 s, (c) 0 - 160 s, (d) 0 - 250 s and (e) 0 - 350 s after photoconversion. (f)
Regions with intensities above a set threshold are marked with a white line and over-
layed in different colors, 0 - 100 s (purple), 0 - 125 s (blue), 0 - 160 s (green), 0 -
250 s (yellow) and 0 - 350 s (red).
The use of mIrisFP allows simultaneous monitoring of the decomposition of focal ad-
hesions and of the assembly and maturation of newly formed adhesions simultaneously.
Because green molecules were initially absent at the site of a newly developing adhesion,
the position could not be predicted. Therefore, the entire cell had to be imaged, which is
only possible with a widefield, high-resolution method. After photoconversion, a delay
of 100 s was observed until the rate of detected red mIrisFP increased for ˜300 s, indicat-
ing that adhesion assembly took about as long as disassembly. The subsequent plateau
indicated a stable adhesion. Both green and red paxillin-mIrisFP molecules migrated
into the adhesion, as was evident from the green image taken in the interval 600–700 s
after photoconversion and an average rate of single-molecule counting of ˜5 s
−1 during
this interval.
In addition to the temporal analysis, the structural development of single adhesion com-
plexes can be followed with high spatial resolution. Paxillin molecules were observed to
initially cluster in isolated spots of <100-nm diameter that grew to form larger patches,
which finally fused into the focal adhesion. Similar nucleation behavior has been ob-
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served on the micrometer scale during assembly and maturation of focal adhesions at
the leading edge of migrating cells164.
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7.3. LivePALM
When fluorophores are localized by a full least-squares fit to a 2D Gaussian distribution,
the analysis can take up to 4 h on a standart personal computer. The high resolution im-
age can only be inspected long after data acquisition. Therefore, the experimenter relies
on experience to choose the proper acquisition conditions such as activation/excitation
intensities and acquisition times. A localization algorithm is needed that provides good
localization accuracy and, at the same time, is fast enough to keep up with the data
acquisition.
A fast image reconstruction software was developed based on the algebraic fluoroBan-
croft algorithm which exploits the fact that the intensity detected within each image
pixel depends on the distance from the point source. With the calculated theoretical
form of the PSF or a measured model PSF, the position of the source can thus be cal-
culated from the measured intensities. The localization procedure resembles the one
used for the global positioning system (GPS), although GPS is based on triangulation,
whereas the fluoroBancroft algorithm uses distances and therefore relies on trilateration.
To evaluate the localization precision in PALM experiments, fluoroBancroft localization
was compared to the frequently used algorithm with the highest localization precision in
PALM experiments, the full least-squares fit108. PALM frames taken from actin stress
fibers in living Hela cells were analyzed by both algorithms (Fig. 7.36). The stress fibers
were labeled with the actin-binding peptide Lifeact fused to d2EosFP. Actin structures
are well suited to compare the localization accuracy of different algorithms because they
form long straight filaments. At first appearance, no noticeable resolution differences
can be seen between the least-squares fit and the fluoroBancroft (Fig. 7.37). We cal-
culated the distribution of fluorophores around the mean contour line for a more exact
evaluation. The distribution represents the thickness of the actin fiber broadened by
the bound Lifeact constructs and the intrinsic image resolution. The full widths at half
maximum of distributions yielded 78 nm and 91 nm for the full least-squares fit and
the fluoroBancroft algorithms, respectively. The higher uncertainty of 12 % for the flu-
oroBancroft algorithm is probably due to the assumption of a fixed width of the point
spread function. In a real sample, the width of the detected point spread functions is
distributed around the theoretical value, which is more accurately described by the full
least-squares algorithm.
The minimal loss in localization precision is more than overcompensated by the gain in
evaluation time, and the recorded data are still available for more precise analysis at a
later point. After evaluation of the localization accuracy, computation times were com-
pared for both algorithms. PALM analysis consists of two steps, a searching step and
a localization step. The complete evaluation algorithm and the localization step alone
were compared. To give a hardware platform-independent measure, we calculated the
relative performance of the two algorithms on the same computer system (Fig. 7.38a).
Fluorophore localization can, in the best case, be more than 100 times faster using
the fluoroBancroft algorithm. During typical PALM experiments, between 10 and 100
molecules were activated per frame. In this range, the fluoroBancroft algorithm provides
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Figure 7.36. TIRFM (top and bottom) and PALM (middle) overlay image of stress
fibers (actin bundles) in a live HeLa cell. The white frame marks the region shown in
Fig.1a–c. Scale bar, 2 µm.
a performance enhancement of the full analysis routine of up to 20-fold. For a smaller
number of activated FPs per frame, the localization process uses a smaller fraction of the
total computational time, and the difference in the evaluation time decreases. The fluo-
roBancroft algorithm permitted analysis of up to 100 molecules per frame with parallel
data acquisition at a frame rate of 10 Hz (Fig. 7.38b). With the Gaussian least-squares
fitting, only three molecules per frame could be analyzed without slowing the analysis
so that it could not keep up with the data acquisition. The fluoroBancroft algorithm,
on the other hand, enables real time PALM data acquisition.
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Figure 7.37. The TIRFM image (a) and PALM images (b,c) of an actin fiber la-
beled with a Lifeact-d2EosFP construct. The PALM images were calculated using
the Gaussian least squares fitting (b) and the fluoroBancroft (c) algorithms. Insets in
panels b,c show the contributions of detected molecules along a contour line. Scale
bar, 500 nm (b,c).
Figure 7.38. Performance of the image analysis software based on Gaussian least
squares fit and fluoroBancroft algorithms, as a function of detected molecules per
frame. (a)The ratio of execution times is given for the full routine (signal search
plus localization) and the localization step. Overall execution times on a standard
personal computer (Intel Core 2 Quad 3.0 GHz) are given for both algorithms.
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7.4. Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem
The resolution of structures in PALM images is determined by two parameters: First,
the localization precision of the single molecules and, second, the molecular label density.
According to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem, the resolution is given by twice the distance
between neighboring molecules. The condition can be visualized by drawing a circle
around each detected molecule with increasing radius. A resolution which corresponds
to twice the radius is reached as soon as the circles start to overlap. For example, the
adhesion complexes studied in the pulse-chase experiments with mIrisFP can be resolved
with a resolution of <100 nm (7.39). In densely labeled regions, the resolution is higher
than in less densely labeled areas. The number of detected molecules increases in PALM
experiments with time and, simultaneously, the resolution according to Nyquist increases
(7.39e–h).
When presenting PALM images, molecules above a certain localization precision can be
selected. This leads to crisper images, However, at the same time, the molecular density
decreases, information about the spatial distribution of the target protein is lost and the
data set no longer fulfills the Nyquist criterion (Fig. 7.40). Images displaying molecules
with localization accuracies better than 60 nm, 50 nm and 40 nm (Fig. 7.40 c–e) are
given together with the image that includes all molecules and a PALM image rendered
from all molecules (Fig. 7.40 b,a). The images have a mean localization accuracy of
54 nm (all), 41 nm, 36 nm and 30 nm, respectively, and the positions are shown as
blue circles with 7.5 nm radius. Only regions with overlapping blue circles satisfy a
combination of localization accuracy and Nyquist criterion of 30 nm.
Figure 7.40. (a) Rendered PALM image of paxillin-mIrisFP in focal adhesions in-
cluding all detected molecules. (b) Positions of all molecules (position error 54 nm)
are shown as blue circles with 7.5 nm radius. In overlapping regions, the Nyquist
criterion for a resolution of 30 nm is fulfilled. Molecules with a better localization
accuracy than 60 nm (c), 50 nm (d)and 40 nm (e) are plotted. The calculated mean
localization accuracy is 41 nm (c), 36 nm (d) and 30 nm (e). The mean localization
accuracy and the Nyquist criterion for a resolution of 30 nm is only fulfilled in the
overlapping regions in (e). Scale bar, 200 nm.
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Figure 7.39. Visualization of the Nyquist criterion. Circles with radius 15 nm (a),
20 nm (b), 25 nm (c) and 30 nm (d) are drawn around detected molecule positions
for two focal adhesion complexes detected during the paxillin-mIrisFP experiment. In
regions, where the blue circles overlap, the Nyquist criterion is fulfilled and a resolu-
tion of 60 nm, 80 nm, 100 nm and 120 nm is achieved. The resolution according to
Nyquist depends on local marker density and increases in a PALM experiment with
time (e–h).
7.5. Light perturbation and cell vitality
PALM imaging requires relatively high illumination intensities to provide a good signal
to noise ratio for single molecule detection. Constant high laser illumination might
damage cells or at least could negatively influence cellular processes. By taking a DIC
image before and after a complete imaging cycle for pulse chase experiments, cell growth,
motility and morphology can be observed. The complete imaging cycle included a PALM
image of the cell by imaging the green form of mIrisFP with 473-nm illumination (16 W
cm−2) for 3,000 frames of 30 ms exposure time. Subsequently, mIrisFP molecules inside
the violet box in figure 7.41b were photoconverted to the red form using 405-nm light
(56 W cm−2) for 15 s. Then, a PALM image of the red form of mIrisFP was recorded
with 561-nm excitation (230 W cm−2) and 473-nm activation light (1 W cm−2) for 7,000
frames of 50 ms exposure time each. A second green PALM image was recorded under
the same conditions as the first one. Upon examination no adverse effects from laser
exposure during PALM imaging were found. The cell showed no tendency to retract
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Method Power density (laser wavelength)
PALM(This work) 20, 50, 50–250 W cm−2 (473 nm, 405 nm, 561 nm)
PALM35 500 W cm−2 (488 nm, 561 nm), 10–200 W cm−2 (405 nm)
PALM129 1 kW cm−2 (561 nm), 50 W cm−2 (405 nm)
PALM128 0.1–1 kW cm−2 (514 nm), 1–10 kW cm−2 (407 nm)
PALMIRA63 20 kW cm−2 (561 nm)
STED98 400 MW cm−2 (635 nm, 750 nm)
STED39 80–800 MW cm−2 peak intensity (595 nm)
STORM188 18 kW cm−2 (532 nm, 647 nm)
FRAP189 640 kW cm−2 (488 nm)
FRAP190 640 kW cm−2 (488 nm)
FRAP191 3 kW cm−2 (488 nm)
FRAP192 19 kW cm−2 (488 nm)
Table 7.1. Light intensities used in high resolution and dynamic light microscopy
experiments.
from the laser illumination. This is also true for all other PALM experiments described
in this theses. Therefore, we can conclude, that live-cell PALM illumination conditions
are non-perturbative to living cells. Compared to other high resolution experiments, the
laser intensities used in this work are rather low (Table 7.1) to prevent laser damage of
the living cells. The laser illumination in other PALM experiments is usually one or even
several orders of magnitude higher (Table 7.1). In general, the power densities are low
with 20–250 W cm−2 compared to STED experiments, which use power intensities in the
80–800 MW cm−2 range. The comparison to other optical methods such as fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)(3–640 kW cm−2), which are used to measure
dynamic properties in living cells, confirms that pulse-chase PALM using three orders of
magnitude lower power densities, is an extremely low perturbative method (Table 7.1).
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Figure 7.41. A sequence of DIC (a, e) and PALM (b-d) images of a live HeLa cell
expressing a paxillin-mIrisFP fusion confirms that the cell morphology is not influ-
enced by the laser illumination intensities typically used for PALM imaging. (a) DIC
image of a live HeLa cell prior to PALM imaging, cell contour outlined in blue. (b)
PALM image of the same cell acquired by using the green form of mIrisFP. Sub-
sequently, mIrisFP molecules inside the violet box were photoconverted to the red
form. (c) PALM image of the red form of mIrisFP. (d) Green PALM image recorded
under the same conditions as for the image in panel (b). (e) DIC image taken after
PALM image acquisition. The cell contour is marked by a red line; the contour from
panel (a) is shown in blue for comparison. Scale bar, 10 µm.
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8.1. Improvements of the PALM Method
PALM is excellently suited to answer questions on the molecular level in living organisms
and cells. The PALM based methods, together with STED and SSIM, can cover the
resolution range between 20–200 nm in light microscopy that is not accessible by conven-
tional methods. A high localization accuracy can only be achieved for single molecule
data with a high signal to noise ratio, which can be a problem for the inhomogeneous
background found in living cells. We have solved this problem by introducing a local
background correction that allows the analysis of single molecule data acquired under
difficult background conditions. Our methods avoid errors resulting from assuming a
constant background over the complete image or from calculating the background af-
ter photobleaching of the molecule. Therfore, our algorithm provides better data with
higher localization accuracy
A second important improvement is the development of an on-line analysis software
that decreased the data evaluation time from hours to minutes and allowed evaluat-
ing the acquired data in real time. This new software enables parallel data acquisition
and tracking of nanometer-scale structures inside living cells. Multiple cellular reactions
to environmental conditions, nanoparticles and pharmaceutical agents can be visualized
with nanometer resolution as they happen within the PALM time resolution limit of a few
tens of seconds. The on-line analysis software also improves cellular imaging experiments
significantly because it offers the possibility of automatically optimizing key parameters
such as activation laser intensity and acquisition time to achieve an optimal number of
fluorescent markers per frame, thereby reducing the localization error and wasting of
markers due to overlapping point spread functions, as well as the total acquisition time.
Altogether, the development of the on-line analysis software makes the PALM method
more efficient and user-friendly. It has triggered, together with other publications193,
the development of advanced algorithms using parallel computing on the Graphics Pro-
cessing Unit (GPU) combined with the maximum likelihood algorithm194, 195 and fast
3D localization196. Further optimization of imaging evaluation speed is still desirable for
analysis of data acquired with faster cameras and brighter molecules. Single molecule
localization is one of the basic components of PALM, therefore, it is necessary to think
about more precise localization algorithms that take radiation characteristics of single
fluorophores into account. Depending on the protein fusion, FPs might not emit light
isotropically but rather with a fixed dipole, altering the point spread function consider-
ably, which has to be considered during data evaluation197.
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8.2. Evaluation of new FPs as PALM Markers in Living
Cells
We have examined the properties of four new FPs, psRFP, mcavRFP, mRuby(N143C)
and mIrisFP in PALM experiments. The suitability of fluorescent proteins for super-
resolution microscopy is usually judged by one of the following criteria. (1) The su-
perresolution image is compared to the diffraction limited image, and the increase in
structural detail is judged by visible inspection. (2) The widths of certain structures are
determined in both the diffraction limited image and the high resolution representation.
(3) The methods based on single molecule detection provide additional parameters such
as the number of photons per molecule and the localization accuracy of each molecule.
We have applied all three criteria to the FPs studied during this work.
The PALM images created from data acquired with psRFP, mcavRPF, mRuby(N143C),
d2EosFP and mIrisFP all show enhanced details and finer structures compared with con-
ventional light microscopy images and thus prove the suitability of all studied FPs for
PALM. A more advanced step is the analysis of structures with known size. We com-
pare the measured diameter of microtubule fibers to the value obtained from electron
microscopy (25 nm in HeLa cells). Assuming an overall diameter of 35 nm for the FP
labeled Rita protein bound to the fibers we calculated an error of 15–25 nm for the
psRFP, 30 nm for mcavRFP and 25 nm for mRuby(N143C) for the determined diame-
ters. These results demonstrate that we can determine the size of cellular structures with
our new proteins about ten times better in PALM experiments than with conventional
light microscopy. We determined the FWHM of microtubule fibers to 50–65 nm with
our red FPs. The FWHM of isolated microtubules labeled with EGFP was determined
from a SIM reconstruction image to ˜100 nm
198 and in PALMIRA experiments on fixed
cells the size of single fibers labeled with the synthetic dye 5-NHSS were determined to
55–70 nm134. STORM experiments with synthetic Cy dyes in fixed cells yielded a similar
size of 56 nm with a localization error of 22 nm117. Using the comparable FP asFP595
distances of 100 nm could be resolved with a RESOLFT experiment in a non-cellular
environment199. This comparison of our results with the results obtained from other
optical high resolution experiments and labels, show that the values obtained with our
PALM measurements are better or comparable.
Along with the high resolution images, the number of photons per molecule and the
localization accuracy for individual molecules can be compared. The emission and local-
ization properties of the red FPs studied are quite similar. For all FPs, a mean (median)
of about 600 (mean), 300 (median) photons per molecule were detected on average and
could be localized with a 2D error of about 30 nm which makes all red FPs competitive
to other state-of-the-art photoactivatable FPs. For example, the irreversibly photocon-
vertible PAmCherry1 with around 700 (mean) and 300 (median) detected photons and
a localization accuracy of 15–20 nm is in the same range44. Unfortunately, it was not
stated whether the 2D or 1D error was calculated. The 2D error calculated for the
studied red FPs is higher (30 nm), but the 1D error would be exactly in the same range
(15–20 nm). With about 400 (mean) and 250 (median), the number of detected photons
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for the reversibly switchable rsCherry and rsCherryRev is lower, but the localization
error of 24 nm is still comparable44. Also in the same range as PAmCherry1 is PATa-
gRFP. Unfortunately, statistics from a single frame are given, which does not allow a
direct comparison187. The number of detected photons, 500 (mean), 250 (median) for
d2EosFP in fixed cells was surprisingly low. Nevertheless the 2D localization error was
20 nm, still very good due to low background. The photon number and localization
accuracy in living cells is for mIrisFP slightly lower. With ˜200 (mean) detected pho-
tons in the green and 350 (mean) photons in the red channel, and 2D localization errors
of 50 nm and 40 nm, mIrisFP is an excellent marker for superresolution imaging and,
in the green spectral range, better than Dronpa34, which has a 1D localization error
of 30 nm compared to 25 nm for green mIrisFP. In general, the irreversibly green-to
red converting FPs perform a little better than the reversibly switchable FPs due to
reduced background. For example, the best FP so far, EosFP was measured with 2600
(mean) and 490 (median) detected photons and a 1D localization accuracy of 10 nm34.
In general, we realized that fixation has a strong influence on the number of detected
photons. For fixed samples, the photon counts were always lower than for living cells.
A comparison of the examined red FPs to synthetic dyes show that the localization
accuracies are in the same range 20–25 nm200, 117, 188, although one would expect a bet-
ter localization due to the overall higher numbers of detected photons (3000–6000)117.
Synthetic dyes are engineered or illuminated such that they are in the emitting state for
only a very short time so that the number of photons detected per-on-time is restricted
to ˜130 photons
188 or 300–500 photons per imaging cycle201. Overall, it is important
to state that statistical parameters are not very useful for determining the localization
properties of FPs because the number of photons emitted and the localization accuracy
of a FP is influenced by the coupled fusion protein and the detection threshold chosen
during PALM analysis. The resolution can be increased by selecting only molecules with
high signal photon numbers and low background. The statistical data are useful to judge
the quality of a PALM image but can only give a raw estimate of the performance of
the FPs used. Even for identical evaluation conditions, protein properties that influence
localization such as expression level and cellular background might vary from cell to cell.
Keeping this in mind, we can clearly state that the proteins studied during this work
are excellent superresolution markers comparable to other state-of-the-art markers.
Among the studied FPs, psRFP and mRuby are particularly interesting because these
two red FPs do not require short wavelength, blue or violet light, which may be more
cytotoxic for high resolution imaging. This makes them ideal markers for live cell and
tissue imaging. Combined with green switchable FPs, they are excellently suited for
simultaneous two-color superresolution applications. The bright red reversibly photo-
switchable FP psRFP is also potentially suited for RESOLFT and SSIM imaging. The
closely related asFP595 has already been used to visualize structures with 50–100 nm
resolution in a RESOLFT experiment199. The authors mentioned that the low quan-
tum yield of asFP595 was a problem for RESOLFT imaging. The orders of magnitude
higher quantum yield of psRFP should help to overcome these problems. Besides their
advantages for high resolution microscopy, both FPs are also excellent markers for con-
ventional light microscopy, due to their slow fading over long time periods. Data can
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be collected with a constant signal to noise ratio from the beginning to the end of the
recording period. This allows reliable measurement of dynamic information over long
time spans and the detection of rare events that may occur only for a short period during
dynamic processes and therefore could be missed by time-lapse experiments. Another
field of application for reversibly photoswitchable fluorescent proteins are innovative pro-
tein tracking strategies, as shown in this work, and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
at high molar concentrations202. Additionally, there exist numerous applications for
which the oligomeric nature of psRFP is entirely irrelevant, including tissue imaging,
monitoring of gene activity and highlighting of cells and cellular compartments.
8.3. Live Cell Imaging
One of the biggest advantages of fluorescence microscopy, the ability to visualize specific
cell components, is restricted because important information about the overall cell shape
and localization of the specific cellular structures within the cell are missing. We have
overcome this problem by combining PALM with differential interference contrast (DIC)
microscopy, which provides the missing information and completes our view on cellular
processes.
Cellular structures undergo continuous changes, and proteins, the building blocks for cel-
lular structures are permanently produced, modified and decomposed. Photoconvertible
FPs are powerful tools to image these processes and can even visualize protein exchange
in structures that appear as static with conventional fluorescence markers. The in- and
outflow of proteins are observable for equilibrium cell structures and protein trafficking
patterns, inter-organelle exchange, signaling pathways, membrane dynamics, protein
transport as well as many other interesting dynamic processes can be studied by selec-
tively highlighting protein subpopulations and following these proteins over time203. This
approach, called pulse-chase, has shown that lysosomes actively communicate with each
other through membrane transport pathways41. Dynamics of mitochondria has been
studied as well as separation of chromosomes during mitosis and cell movements during
embryonic development of X. laevis54. These are only a few examples that demonstrate
how much we can learn from pulse-chase experiments about dynamics in living cells. By
utilizing the multiple phototransformations of mIrisFP, we have extended pulse-chase
experiments into the low nanometer regime, which offers the potential of observing static
structures and, more importantly, dynamic cellular processes such as protein complex
formation, protein-protein interaction and structural changes on the nanometer scale, a
length scale that has not been accessible for dynamic studies on living cells so far. The
example of focal adhesion maturation shows that small adhesion patches <100 nm in di-
ameter are formed first, which grow out into larger focal adhesions. After observations on
the micrometer scale, there was speculation about the existence of such nucleation cen-
ters and the sequential recruitment of individual, or classes of, adhesion components164.
We showed that adhesions are not homogeneous clusters of proteins, but instead contain
sub-domains rich in specific focal-adhesion components and might display hot spots of
enzymatic activity. Due to the red conversion of mIrisFP we can see, in addition to
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the inhomogeneous growth and disassembly of adhesions, the otherwise invisible protein
fluxes in and out of already existing focal adhesions. The acquisition of a PALM image
had previously taken 2–12 hours37. In contrast, we were able to reconstruct images from
data recorded for only 40 s, which makes PALM a method fast enough to monitor dy-
namics on the minute scale. The single molecule detection in PALM experiments offers
a quantitative way to analyze protein turnover, focal adhesion formation and disintegra-
tion. By counting the amount of molecules detected, which is proportional to the actual
number of molecules, we are able to give a more precise measure of protein populations
than values obtained from intensity measurements.
8.4. Low Intensity PALM
The phototoxic effects of light during live-cell imaging are often underestimated. Power
densities of just a few hundred W cm−2 can lead to decreased cell viability204. The
main source of photodamage in fluorescently labeled cells is the production of reactive
oxygen species. These activated oxygen species react with a large number of cellular
components such as proteins, nucleic acids and membrane lipids. Singlet oxygen, which
is responsible for most of the physiological damage, is synthesized in a photochemical
reaction. Fluorescent proteins are presumably less phototoxic because the chromophore
is buried in the center of a hydrophobic protein environment whereas a synthetic dye
chromophore is directly exposed to the environment. As the word phototoxicity already
implies, photons are necessary for inducing toxicity in fluorescently labeled specimens,
and the phototoxicity increases with light intensity. For thick specimens, the wave-
length of the excitation light can also be a factor because stronger incident illumination
is needed for comparable excitation of shorter wavelength fluorophores due to increased
tissue scattering at shorter wavelengths. As the high resolution microscopy field is
moving towards live cell imaging, it is interesting to compare the employed laser inten-
sities for different methods. The light intensities used for PALM experiments during
this work are lower or comparable to these of other PALM experiments35,129,128. The
short acquisition times of PALMIRA already require two orders of magnitude higher
intensities63. The excitation intensities for STORM are also in the 20 kW cm−2 range188
but still far below the intensities used for STED, with six orders of magnitude higher
peak intensities98,39. In fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments,
which also yield dynamic information, intensities in the 3-640 kW cm−2 range are used
for photobleaching189,190,191,192. The comparison shows that PALM is the least invasive
high resolution technique, a fact of great interest for live cell imaging.
8.5. Resolution
The classical concept of resolution does not apply to PALM. Instead, we can give an
uncertainty for every localized molecule and, altogether, an average uncertainty for the
localized structure, which is about ten times better than the resolution of conventional
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light microscopes. A second criterion is the Nyquist-Shannon theorem, which helps to
judge the information in an image independent of the method. The presented FPs, which
allow a 2D localization accuracy of better 30 nm paired with high labeling densities in
mammalian cells, provide excellent imaging conditions, as demonstrated on nanoscale
structures.
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New microscopy methods such as PALM or STED, with so far unmatched resolution,
have revolutionized the field of light microscopy. Because our understanding of cellular
processes has been particularly dependent on imaging, the emergence of new imaging
modalities will lead to new insights and discoveries in cell biology. The development of
these techniques is based on the remarkable properties of optical markers such as pho-
toactivatable fluorescent proteins. The application of FPs in high resolution microscopy
requires a detailed understanding of the mechanisms that determine fluorescence emis-
sion and photoswitching. We analyzed the chromophore populations of psRFP at differ-
ent pH, which helped us to understand the optical properties of the FP. By studying the
chromophore-protein interactions, we were able to identify important amino acids that
influence the chromophore conformation and switching properties. This knowledge can
be used to design advanced FPs for imaging applications. It is also helpful for a better
understanding of FPs that contain the chromophoric moieties similar to psRFP such as
asFP595, Dronpa or mRuby.
We were able to propose a model, which explains all photoswitching processes and the
slow bleaching behavior. The deeper understanding of these processes helps performing
better conventional long term diffraction-limited microscopy and super-resolution exper-
iments.
Low fluorescence quantum yields were reported for all reversibly switchable red FPs were
considered as a problem for imaging applications. By analyzing the chromophore popu-
lations of psRFP, we were able to show that the overlapping of the absorption spectra of
different chromophore conformations lead to a low apparent fluorescence quantum yield.
We could, additionally, determine the quantum yield of the fluorescence chromophore
conformation. The obtained value is comparable to other state-of-the-art non-switchable
FPs, which renders psRFP an interesting marker for live cell imaging applications.
We confirmed the suitability of psRFP as superresolution marker in PALM experiments.
Good results with excellent localization accuracy were demonstrated for the reversibly
photoswitchable psRFP, the photoconvertible mcavRFP, the red mRuby(N143C) and
multifunctional mIrisFP with different fusion proteins. All studied red FPs can be
combined with green photoactivatable FPs for two-color superresolution live cell exper-
iments. Colocalization experiments for example will yield interesting new results about
bigger protein complexes on the nanoscale.
The big advantage of optical high resolution techniques compared to other high res-
olution microscopy methods is the possibility to observe living cells and tissue. We
demonstrated pulse-chase experiments for dynamic superresolution microscopy in live
cell imaging by employing the multiple phototransformations of mIrisFP. Biologists will
be able to visualize the dynamics of structures and processes in living cells at the
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molecular level.
At the same time, technical improvements such as online image analysis, make the new
methods easier to use for life scientists and help to optimize data acquisition.
An exciting new era in light microscopy has just begun!
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